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APOLOGIA 
T HE over-riding importance of 

Brighton has decided us to 
devote the whole of the current 
issue to as thorough, as careful 
and as impartial an analysis of 
the Open Series of the Inter
nationals as it has been possible 
for us to make-a review compiled 
from actual eye-witness reporting, 
study of the records, and dis
cussron with the players and other 
experts. 

The August issue will be largely 
devoted to the Ladies' Series, 
which will be subjected to similar 
treatment. 

The Editorial contains those 
items of interest which were made 
public at the Banquet which 
wound up the great week ; for 
our only Editorial comment this 
month may be restricted to the 
unstinted congratulation : Well 
done, both teams. 

OPEN SERIES 
V.P . L\I.P. 

GHEAT BRITAIN 1-1 166 
5WEOEN 1-1 3R 
lcEJ. A:<n I~ 91 
FRANCE 13 93 
ITALY 13 116 

BELGI U ~l 12 55 
HOLLANO 12 71 
IRELAND 8 -H9 
DENMARK :: - ~0 
NonWAY -1 - 1~4 
FlNLANil 2 ':.!'>7 



EDITORIAL 

T HE great banquet, held to set 
the seal on the 1950 Inter

nationals, was an unqualified 
success, with but one element in 
it not for rejoicing. 

That single matter for regret 
was the announcement that Sir 
Noel Mobbs proposes to resign his 
Presidency of the European 
Bridge League with the current 
year, after a tenure during which 
he has been the focus of the body's 
re-emergence after its disintegra
tion during the war. 

Copenhagen, ·Paris, Brighton 
and-still to come- Bermuda 
have been the manifestations of 
the energy, initiative and 
enthusiasm of the big, bluff, burly 
man who is, today, the pivot of 
bridge in Britain : Chairman of 
the Portland, Chairman of the 
Legislative Body, Chairman of the 
B.B.L. 

He will remain, however, a 
perpetual Vice-President and 
Adviser Emeritus to the E.B.L. 

He announced that it had 
always been his intention that the 
office should never become the 
appanage of any individual or 
single country ; but should " go 
round "- and he announced his 
successor : Baron Hobert de 
Nexon, of France. 

It is a matter · of history that 
Britai~'s _succes~ in world ·bridge 
has comctded wtth the dominance 
in the game of Sir Noel; and he 
had a wry word to say about the 
storm of criticism that has 
centred on him and the Chairman 
of the _E.B.U.,. 1\fr. Geoffrey 
Butler, Ius co-adviser on Selection 
to the B.B.L. Council. He was 
happy to repose on the perfoml
ance of the teams which, for the 

first time in all bridge history, had 
brought both Championships to 
Great Britain. 

Sir Noel announced that the 
Advisory Selection Committee 
had co-opted Mr. Leslie Dodds to 
select the team for Bermuda ; and 
it was the decision of the thus
implemented group ihat the team 
which had triumphed at Brighton 
should if possible, go en bloc. If any 
member of the team found himself 
unable to make the trip, some 
other pair might be selected, since 
the basis of selection was still; as 
it had been thitherto, on the basis 
of partnerships. 

In such an event, said Sir Noel, 
the Selection Committee would 
assuredly consider the name of 
i\Ir. Terence Reese a.<> a potential 
candidate-provided a suitable 
partner could be found for him. 

The team would go to Bermuda 
under the captaincy of thrice
victorious Til. Harrison-Gray ; 
and he stressed again that the 
firm basis for any team carrying 
the B.B.L. colours must be not 
mere incli\·iclual excellence of play, 
but proven partnerships, which 
were free from any tendency to 
bicker or blame eit"her each other 
or their opposite numbers " in 
the other room." 

Sir Noel l\lobbs, whose personal 
game- at the Portland-is 
virtually convention-free, spoke 
of the difficulties the Tournament 
Committee of the E.B.L. had 
experienced with some of the 
systems proposed by some of the 
competing teams ; and he sug
gested on " all-in " tournament 
might well be held, wherein any 
pair might play any system 
without disclosure to opponents; 
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wherein no question as to the 
meaning of any bid might be 
sanctioned ; and where no quarter 
should be given. 

In the course of a vigorous 
speech, Sir Noel paid high 
tribute to : the British Clubs and 
Associations whose donations 
had alone made the Brighton 
event possible; to Major George 
E. Gray and his assistants in the 
:Management of the 100-match 
event; to l\lajor Basil Tatlow and 
his cohort of Recorders and 
Scorers; to the Tournament Direc
tors; and to Mr. Herman Dedichen, 
Hon. Secretary to the·E.B.L. · 

In a storm of applause, he 
handed the microphone, sym
bolically, to the man who will 
succeed him in 1951-Baron de 
Nexon. 

The Chairman Designate, 
speaking in magnificently 
idiomatic English, plunged at 
once into the thorniest problem 
confronting any organisation con
cerned with tournament bridge: 
the intolerable slowness of play. 
It spoiled the game of ,Duplicate 
for players and spectators alike ; 
and it really did little good to the 
" trancer " . who could think 
himself out of, as easily as i11fo, 
the right line of play. 

He spoke, too, of the high 
standard of ethics that have been, 
and must ever be, enjoined upon 
our game ; and, in the person of 
its Editor, the Co1zfracl Bridge 
jounzal took occasion subsequent
ly to pledge to the hilt its support 
of the new Chairman's policy. 

Baron "Bobbie'! de Nexon 
announced that Sweden would 
carry the E.B.L. colours to 
Bermuda : Einar \Verner and 
Rudolf Kock, Jan \Vohlin and 
Lilliehook being nominated ; 

while they would be re-inforced 
by a pair from Iceland, whose 
steady, brilliant performance 
had impressed everyone. 

Count Bonde, of Sweden, Vice
President Designate, and sponsor 
of the invitation to the touring 
British team was responsib)e for 
the decision to invite an Icelandic 
pair to join his own compatriots. 

Other speeches, sententious and 
witty, were made by Hr. Nielsen, 
Chairman of the Tournament 
Committee (Denmark), Mynheer 
Heldring (Holland). 

M. Harrison-Gray, replying as 
the victorious British Captain, 
spoke generously of his rivals, and 
of those allies who had won vital 
matches to let us win on the post. 
He spoke glowingly of Sweden's 
players-for the third time, 
runner-up to Britain. 

Mrs. Renshaw, deputising for 
Col. G. G. J. Walshe (non-playing 
Captain of the Ladies, recalled to 
London), confined her speech of 
acknowledgement to a graceful, 
gracious and brief word of thanks. 

No report of the occasion would 
be complete without a word of 
congratulation to Mr. Sydney 
\Voodward, who was responsible 
for the menu, the choice of wines, 
and the ancillary organisation. 
For once- and our felicitations 
go, additionally, to the Metro
pole- a public dinner was worth 
attending qua dinner ; and-a 
happy touch-as the victorious 
teams received their trophies from 
the hand of Sir Noel Mobbs, the 
flags of their countries (Britain 
twice, Sweden and Belgium) were 
run up and the orchestra broke 
into the strains of the relevant 
National anthems. 

All in all, a fitting climax to a 
great occasion. 



TRIUMPH 
p oR the first time in the history 

of bridge, Great Britain stands 
a t the head of both the Open and 
the Ladies' Events, and has 
brought off the Double. She has 
done so in the most thrilling and 
exci ting photo-fi nish that the 
greatest of novelists, Life, could 
possibly devise. 

In sweltering heat that turned 
the match-rooms into Turkish
bath steam-rooms ; through 
arduous hours of grim, and often 
lamentably slow, play; before 
tiered seats sometimes almost 
empty and sometimes so full that 
the back rows imperilled their 
necks by standing on chairs like 
so many Colossi, the players of 
11 countries in the Open, 9 in the 
Ladies, battled and slogged their 
way to their fi nal placings. 

Much of the bridge was of the 
highest possible order ; some of 
it-owing to the heal ; to the 
strain of continuous play from 
about 2.:m p.m. to 2.30 a.m. with 
a brea~ for dinner and a couple of 
short mtervals a t the half-times · 
and , naturally enough, to. th~ 
Importance of the Occasion, was 
unbelievably bad. More than 
once, illness, heat or nerve-strain 
compelled a player to retire in 
mid-match ; on occasion, a 
player even req uested a few 
minutes' respite between hands. 

If ):ou want to know how badly 
the ptcked. playc~s of Europe can 
play, constcler thts effort : 
+ A Q 52 + K9x 
CVl - CVl AOjxxx 
0 AJ lOx x xx 0 x ~ 
+ Kx + Axx 

Declarer go t into -t+ and , on a 
Club lead, went two down ! For 
some reason, he tried to ruff 
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by GUY RAMSEY 
H earts as well as Diamonds ; the 
hand was admirably defended, 
South ruffing Hearts ahead of 
Declarer with the Nine and Six of 
Spades and forcing out Ace and 
Queen. 

Or this one where indifferent 
play went for nothing owing to 
blind good luck : 
+ AKQxxx + Jxx 
<y> A X <y> K J 10 X 

OQJ8x OA2 
+ x + AQJx 

Declarer, in 6+ , got a trump 
lead which was won by Dummy ! 
Ace and another Diamond gave 
North the King- unnecessarily; 
three rounds of trumps removed 
any chance of ruffing the Eight of 
Diamonds ; subsequently, the 
H earts were played and ruffed, 
but as there was no entry to 
Dummy, the potential winner 
could never have been cashed 
even if established. Finally, 
Declarer resigned the Eight of 
Diamonds with a sigh- only to 
find that it was a master ! The 
Ten and line were Doubleton 
with South , had dropped, and 
West did not realise it ! 

Or this standard situation: 
+ K-! 2 + Q 10 5 

One of the finest card-players 
in the whole tournament played a 
No Trump contract from the 
\Vest position ; pades had been 
bid secondarily by South and the 
lead was the Nine of Spades. In 
good class bridge, the play of t~e 
Queen from the Eastern Dummy IS 

automa tic ; it has been written 
about a dozen times. But, alas! 
Declarer stuck in the Ten, and 
90 plus for One No Trump made 
was turned into a minus of 200 
(two down Vulnerable) : a bad 
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result instead of a superb one. 
The ups and downs of the whole 

week were almost fabulous. At 
one point, Norway Ladies were at 
the bottom of the table with a 
zero ; Britain was at the top. The 
British victory forecast almost 
blindfold resulted in a hair-raising 
draw after a frightening deficit. 
In the Open, Belgium was not 
fancied against Our Boys ; but 
they won. The five-strong Dutch 
team seemed all set for a clear 
win-but a couple of defeats, 
possibly owing to overplay, put 
Holland out of the running. 

The unluckiest teams in the 
tournament were the French ; 
they were in a strong position on 
the Saturday in both events, and 
the band was assiduously 
practising La 1\Iarseillaise-but 
the French Ladies could only 
draw, after a half-time deficit, and 
the French Men, after a half-time 
lead, succumbed to shattering 
sessions in both rooms by 
Gray-Marx (Open) and Dodds
Konstam (Closed). 

The week did not pass without 
incidents ; and the Tournament 
J\Ianagers (or Referees) were faced 
with some very tricky decisions. 
Once, at least, the E. B.L. Council 
was called upon to adjudicate. 

France was playing Sweden ; 
and the French bidding had 
proceeded un-opposed with 
Hearts agreed until Dr. Jais 
produced a Blackwood. Pierre 
Albarran, a sick man playing 
gallantly (and extremely well) for 
his country, was faced with an 
awkward moment : his judge
ment dictated that he should 
" lie " in his response for, though 
he had two Aces, his hand was not 
strong ; but there had been 
mooted a ruling that every 
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conven tiona! bid must be answered 
precisely. This suggestion had, 
very rightly, been turned down, 
but Albarran was aware it had 
been made. 

He turned to his opponent, 
wlzilc ]ais u·:as still at tlzc table, and 
enquired: "May I make now an 
irregular bid ? " The Scorer, 
commendably, summoned the 
Tournament Director. The 
protest was immediate and auto
matic. France played the hand 
ultimately in Six Hearts, and 
made it. Sweden, in the other 
room, bid Seven and went one 
down. 

The protest was carefully con
sidered by the highest possible 
authority. They ruled, of course, 
that Albarran was out of order 
and suspended him for one match. 
Had he wished, ethically enough, 
to advise his opponents that he 
was about to make an irregular 
bid, he should have requested 
Jais to leave the table while he 
did so- a procedure previously 
established. 

The Board, however, stood : 
the Council taking the view that 
France must not be penalised 
because Sweden got into a wrong 
contract. But the suspension did 
not- could not !- benefit the 
Swedes : but instead the subse
quent opponents of the French. 

The whole question of such 
" irregular" bids, however, is 
unsatisfactory ; for · even if A 
asks his partner, B, to leave the 
table, he is unquestionably and 
infallibly giving partner infornl
ation. In fact, Sir Noel Mobbs 
subsequently and publicly 
suggested that the only thing to do 
was to hold an " ail-in " tourna
ment wherein 110 system was 
barred ; 110 information was to be 
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available as to the meaning of +J ~A Q x OA x x x + KIOxxx 
bids ; 110 conventions were to be Now, it had been arranged that 
declared. the Double of the Italian artificial 

The talk of the tournament was Club bids should merely announce 
the Italian system. This was, to the Club suit : this was, therefore, 
most players, quite baffling. In a not the orthodox Informatory 
friendly match-as if the players Double. Unhappily, Konstam 
had not enough bridge !-I had verv much better cards than 
perceived one Italian open a Dodds could expect. 
Diamond on The Italian player next to 
+A K x x x x ~x OA x x + A K x speak found 2.0-also an arti
and, over a 1 NT response (which ficial bid. 
is " positivo "), burst into 4+ ! What do YOU do on Dodds' 
This was taken to 50 by the cards? You can bid Game in one 
partner and, after the normal of your suits, guessing which
trance, passed. Five Diamonds but you have no assurance of 
and four Spades were both " on." anything with Partner but a lot of 

Certain teams protracted their possibly useless Clubs; you can 
matches against the Italian team cue-bid the Diamonds ; you can 
by questioning the meaning of also cue-bid the Clubs. You can 
every bid as made : an intolerable bid any number of Hearts or 
state of affairs, since some of the Spades you like. 
Italian players were strictly one- But if you cue-bid Clubs, with 
language men, and others had Clubs announced in Partner's 
only limited French at their hand, you are announcing the 
command. Clubs with him, and you will be 

Since the Belgian One Club and fishing for your major perhaps at 
the Swedish Efos were barred in the 4, possibly at the 6, and 
advance, it seemed curious that probably at the 5-level. So the 
the Italians should have oeen Club cue is out. What about 
allowed to perform with their 3 Diamonds? But, since the 
elaborate " step" system; and Diamond bid is phony, might 
the more curious that, although this not mean a Diamond suit? 
its details were, very properly, Actually, the Double in this 
submitted well in advance, these position would be the logical bid 
were not passed on to the other to make if the Diamonds were in 
teams until so late that it was Dodds' hand- but would Partner 
difficult to compose a counter to Konstam not read a 30 bid as 
all probable situations. For announcing, say, AQJ to six and 
example : nothing else? 

Leslie Dodds in the Open Room, No good player wants to guess 
held King-to-six in both majors which six-suit to bid directly at 
and a singleton Diamond. After Game ; and a 3-bid might merely 
1-t excellent boards, he determined look pre-emptive in either. So 
to play safe and Pass. The Dodds bid 2+. which -alas!
Italian to his left opened 2+ - was pas ed out, making 11 tricks. 
~\·hich, as everyone knew; was Twelve tricks are, luckily, " on" 
JUSt a weak No Trump. This, in Hearts- so it was a bad board 
Konstam Doubled on for Britain, since the Italian team 
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bid 4<\7 in the Closed Room. Had 
there been any subsequent bid, 
Dodds would, of course, have gone 
straight to 4<\f. , 

One incident, demonstrating 
the standard of some of the 
Kibitzing, provided not only a 
head-ache for the Tournament 
Director but a laugh for the 
spectators. A grey-haired lady, 
sitting in the small open room 
which came to be called the 
"Centre Court," saw a board 
placed on the table with the 
North cards face-upward, indi
cating that it must be dealt. She 
explained volubly to her com
panion that t!1is meant Hearts (the 
top card was the <\73) were trumps 
for the ensu.ing deal ! She also 
audibly announced (this time 
quite accurately) that one player 
had revoked ! 

One bystander, seeing a 4+ 
contract make 11 tricks, explained 
that if they bid S+ next door, 
the other team would gain ! 

Since the audible comment. on 
the revoke occurred in the key
match against the French on the 
last day, when the results of 
three concurrent matches were to 
decide whether Britain should 
rank finally anywhere from first 
to seventh, the situation was 
tense. An England player, did 
in fact, renounce ; before his 
partner could challenge, the 
bystander made the comment. 
How Golden is Silence-at a 
bridge match. 

It was a question of indiscreet 
kibitzing which led to one 
distinguished player being, on the 
last day, barred from the Open 
Room: an incident regretted on 
all sides. Players and spectators 
who know by p~rsonal experience 
the form on the Continent were 

outspoken in their comment on 
the lower standard of onlooking 
obtaining in this country. Com
plaint against audible comment 
by 1 this particular spectator had 
been made earlier in the week, and 
although it had not affected our 
representatives adversely, certain 
members of the British entourage 
took the view that such conduct 
might, in the considerable tension 
of the closing hours of the 
Tournament, have an unhappy 
result. 

Representations were, therefore, 
made to the individual, requesting 
him to abstain from comment ; 
and, in fact, to abstain from 
watching the British Open team 
at all. An undertaking to absent 
himself from that felicity was 
given-but, unhappily, honoured 
only in the breach. In the 
circumstances, the Tournament 
Committee, upon further repre
sentation, had no alternative but 
to refuse him admission. 

Never an International without 
an Incident is an ancient by-word ; 
and it is with profound regret 
that an honest reporter cannot 
excise these paragraphs from his 
record. I can only voice my 
personal sense of shame by saying 
how profoundly I resent such an 
occurrence, which tarnishes the 
name of the country which once 
taught fine sportsmanship to the 
whole world. 

Before turning to the main 
business of this report, I must 
chronicle the quip of the entire 
week. One French player took a 
member of another team to task 
for saying " J Double" inc;tead of 
"Double." The Fren.:h partner 
miled away the rebuke with the 

remark : " I too, have been 
. warned against breaking the rule 

7 
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that only English must be spoken 
at the table. I must call my part
ncr ' Peter '-not ' Pierre ! ' " 

And so-to the hands : 

Sunday Night : 
Britain v. Holla nd. 
Lost by 5 I.M.P. 

Gr eat 
Matc h 

Britain opened with Gray and 
i\Iarx in the Open, Dodds and 
I<onstam in the Closed, Room. 
We registered an early gain when 
] ack i\Iarx brought home a 3 NT 
contract missed by the Dutch ; 
but we missed a game when Dodds 
found merely One Spade and then 
Two Spades to his partner's 
Diamond openingandClubrebid on 
+A Q 10 X X X \/K X X 0 j X + xx 
The Dutch player with these 
cards jumped to Three Spades 
and the game was duly made. 

Hoard 15 was a British tragedy 
of bad luck. The cards fell : 

+ K XX X 

\/A K x 
0 X X 

+ K Q 10 X 

+ Q] 10 X + A 9 8 
\/- \/ Qxxx 
0 A Q X X X 0 j 10 X X 

+ xxxx + Jx 
+ X X 

\/ j 10 X X X X 

0 K X 

+ A X X 

l\larx (North) opened a Club and 
Gray bid a Heart. One Goudsmit 
butted in with 20 and i\Iarx 
supported the Hearts. The other 
Goudsmit raised the Diamonds 
and Gray shot to -l\/ with no. 
grea~ hopes of f!laking 10 :tricks 
but 111 the conv1ction that West 
would "save "-as, not vulner
able against confident bidding he 
duly did. \Vest found a 4+ 
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" master bid "which was Doubled 
rescued to 50, and again doubled. 

Alas! It was a make since the 
following things were all right: 
the Spade and Diamond Kings 
both on side ; the Hearts came 
down in three leads to set up 
Dummy's Queen for a discard; 
the Dummy held a Doubleton 
Club awl the trumps were 2-2. 

At half-time, Tarlo and 
Gardener came in for Dodds and 
Konstam. This pair missed one 
Double when Gardener held 
+ K Q J \/K Sxx OA.Sxx + lOx 
after he had opened 1 NT and his 
partner had taken out in Two 
Spades. Two passes were followed 
by a " protective " Three Clubs 
which Tarlo Doubled, hut the 
rescue to Three Diamonds went 
unpunished. 

Holland gained points on a 
weak opening, worth 9 tricks, 
when the British players threw in 
the hands ; but Britain gained a 
big swing on this : 

+ x 
\/A K 
0 A J 10 9 X X 

+ Kxxx 
+ 10 X + K J X X 
\/ QJ9xxx \/ xxxx 
0 x O Kx 
+ A 10 x x + Q j x 

+ AQ9xxx 
\/ 10 
0 Q XX X 

+ XX 

East dealt and Passed, Gray 
opened I+ ; West butted in with 
2\/ and North contested with 30. 
East found a Heart raise and Gray 
re-bid the Spades. l\Iarx now 
found 3 NT and Gray shied 
away into -lO. l\Iarx made the 
slam-try of -l\/ but Gray again 
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retreated-small wonder---'to 50 
" in sleep." This was judiciously 
passed and II tricks were 
gathered in. The Dutch South 
Passed, · a 3\? opening was 
Doubled for a take-out and East's 
excellent-!\? shut-out was overbid 
by -t+. Passed out and one down. 

Britain was 1 :~ li\1 P down at 
half-time ; regained 8 and a 

· match lost, to a great extent, on 
adverse luck- the Dutch bid a 
Grand against the odds and 
brought it in- was lost by the 
smallest possible margin to 
count as ·a defeat : 4 Il\IP scoring 
merely a draw. 

:Monday N ig ht. 
Britain v. Sw eden. 
Won by 40 IMP. 

Great 
Match 

This was regarded as probably 
the key event of the whole \\•eek, 
since Britain and Sweden have 
been neck and neck in both the 
post-war Championships. Tarlo 
and Gardener played in the Open, 
Dodds and Konstam in the 
Closed, 1\oom at the outset. 

Hoard I showed a loss, clue, in 
part, to a piece of unorthodox 
calling. 
+ Qx + 9xxxx 
\?Qx \?AJxx 
0 A Q 10 9 X 0 J 
+ AQxx + Kxx 

Dodds elected to open 1 NT (yes, 
it is Hi point. but the !wn Double
ton Queens make it doubtful) . 
1\onstam, Three Spades ; Dodds, 
:~ NT ; Konstam now found a 
questionable bid of -!\? . A 
correction to -1 + . was Doubled 
and a rescue into .t NT went-oh 
irony !- -exactly One Down. 
Board · ~ showed swift atone

ment when Konstam and Dodds 
reached the Grand on these 
hands and this sequence : 

+ Q 
\? AKxxx 
0 A Q.l X 

+ AKIO 
2\? 
4+ 
4 NT (B) 
5 NT 
7\? 

+ AJI09x 
\? Q X X 
0 Kxx 

+ 

Sweden stopped in Six, the 
\Vest hand opening only 1\?, and 
subsequently forcing with 30 
over 1 + · \V\1en East " Asked " 
in Clubs over 4 \?, and got a 6+ 
reply (why not 5 NT?), he stopped 
in a 12 trick con tract. 

Board 3-almost every hand in 
this match was of high interest
revealed just what can happen, 
and how little the ordinary 
kibitzer can understand. Before 
the match, the British Captain, 
who harl played against the 
Swedish team successfullv twice 
before, warned his players that, 
early in the match, "Fat Boy" 
Wohlin (probably the most deadly 
of the Swedish players) and his 
partner, Lilliehook, were likely 
to bid a 3-carcl suit early in the 
match for future gain. When 
Nico picked up 
+ AJ1098x \?- O KQ + AQSxx 
and heard Lilliehook bid I + , he 
11ot unnaturally thought " This is 
the time! " He Doubled ! 

Expert opinion was divided 
between a bid of 2+ and a trap 
Pass as the academic ideal. But 
Gardener was not playing 
academic bridge : he was playing 
against a team of human oppo
nents of whose idiosyncrasy he had 
been warned. So-he Doubled. 

Tarlo held 
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+ - \?AKxxx Oxxxx + IO 9x x 
and hid an immediate -!\?. 

Expert opinion wrangled over 
the respective merits of 3\? or -!\?. 
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The response of 2+ , favoured by a 
few (including this reporter), _was 
theoretically condemned,. [smce 
the void Spade looked as If good 

pades Jay in the Doublers' hand . 
:\loreover, the Double of one 
major suit predicates, between 
Tarlo and Gardener, the assurance 
of adequate " preparati~n "-i .~. 
at least -l cards, since their Acol IS 
Baronised-for the other major. 

The contract went three down, 
with S Clubs " on." In the other 
room, a trap Pass and a secon? 
Pass was followed by 2\? semi
protectively. A Two pade bid 
evoked 3\? and a -l+ effort 
elicited S+ . 

Points were regained rapidly
and humorously-a little later. 
Tarlo opened an Acol 3 NT not 
vulnerable against ·vulnerable 
opponents. G~rdener explai~ed 
with painstakmg and ethical 
thoroughness just what this bid 
meant : Ace King Queen to 
seven in a minor and one outside 
Ace. Lilliehook misread the 
vulnerability situation on the 
Board and thought he had a good 
save against vulnerable oppo
nents. He bid 4+ on 
+ KJ l Oxxxx <y>Qxx 0 Kx + x 
and almost before he had com
pleted the word " Spade " he was 
doubled and mutilated for 1100. 

1\Iore points accrued to Britain 
when a One Spade opening on 
+ AKQxx <y>Axx O xx + AKx 
found the excellent ·rebid to a 
2\? response of -l<yl. The Swedish 
player rebid with :-1 + and played 
in -t + , one down, partner holding: 
+ tO x <y> KQJ !Oxx OQxx + x x 
1\Iy own rebid is 4+ , but that is, 
perhaps, irrelevant. 

We dropped points when
another horror- this turned up. 

+ - + A9xxx 
<y> AQ9xxx \? -
0 AKJlOxx 0 x x 
+ A + KJ9xxx 

orth bid I + and South 1 NT 
West found the excellent bid of 
2+ . East again wondered if this 
was a 3-card bid by North and, 
mindful of Board 3, bid 3+ ! the 
only excuse. West (Tarlo) now 
found the unusual bid of -lO. 
(not 4\? - 1 cannot think why). 
Gardener now-at long last !
bid his Clubs and Tarlo bid the 
Hearts at the S-level. The 
ultimate correction to 60 meant 
a defeat : SO being " on " on 
careful play. 

Dodds and Konstam success
fully" bullocked "the Swedes into 
4+ , 2 down, doubled, in one room, 
while we played 3+ , one down 
undoubled in the other ; we 
found the excellent response to 
One Heart of 3 NT on 
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+ AJx <y>xx OAJxxx + KJx 
and made it, while Dodds and 
Konstam broke 3 NT next door; 
then we bid and made 3 NT while 
the wedes went down in SO. 

Neither room found a trump 
opening, or a switch to a trump, 
on this one : 

• j X X 

+ AKxxx 
\? Q X 
0 X X 

+ Axxx 

<:? A K 10 X 

0 j X X 

+ Qxx 
Diamonds were trumps and t~Ie 

King of H earts was led. A Dia
mond switch defeats the Game. 

At half-time, with a 38 Il\lP 
lead, Gray and Konstam pla~ed 
together : the old combmabon 
dreaded of the Swedish team. The 
admirable dummy-play of 
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Kon tam brought home a 3 NT 
when his wedish opposite number 
failed ; but things did not go 
quite so well for Britain in the 
second half. 

Gray found an improbable 
(for him, doubly improbable) 
double of -t + on · 
+ KQIO \:;IAKx.xx O KQxxx + 
when he had bid both his suits 
and recei,·ednothing but the most 
reluctant of corrections from the 
aggre ive Konstam and the 
Swedes were bidding the black 
suits merrily, and a Double of 
Gray's 3\/ was removed to 4+ . 
This cost a game. 

Then Gardener and Tarlo 
allowed I NT to be made when it 
could be broken : 

+ 10 X X 

\:7 Ax 
0 X X X 

+ Kjxxx 
\?. K 10 
0 X X X X 

+ XX 

+ Ax 
\/ Qxxxx 
0 Q j X 

+ KQJ9x • 10 X X 

outh had bid a Club (prepared) 
and North a Spade ; South's 
I NT was Doubled by East 
(Tarlo) and left in with delight by 
Gardener, who led the King of 
Clubs. Tarlo played low-perhaps 
lhe Ten would have been a good 
card- in lhe event it certainly 
would. Gardener found the 
brilliant shot of the low Heart, 
won by Q- bul Tarlo returned 
the Hearl and not the Club. ot 
an easy hand, although a some
what expensive one. 

However, the swings that 
seemed lo be " on " for weden in 
the Open room were more than 
:etrieved by Gray and Konstam 
m the closed ; and our half-time 
lead of :ls was- instead of being 

reduced-increased to 40. Koch 
and \Verner in the Open room were 
horrified when the final scores 
were compared. Our hopes ran 
high. 

Tuesday Afternoon : Great 
Britain v. Norway. Match 
Won by 39 IMP. 

After weden, Nonvay: a 
dark horse tipped as a good 
outsider. The match was · 
responsible for a lingui tic 
dif-ficulty-one of the Norse 
team pronouncing " Double "as 
though it were two words : · 
" Dough Bell "-easily confused 
with " No Bid " in the deep, 
slurred voice of the North. The 
conduct of both teams- for- · 
tunately only 50 points were 
involved- was immaculate. 

11 

This set of 32 \:Joard was 
producti,-~ of some fascinating 
hands and some glittering play. 
The aggressive Acol tactics found 
Gray, in the Clo ed Room, carry
ing I\/ to a direct 4\/ on 
+ xxx \:;IKlOx.xx Ox + Axxx 
with success; but Dodds and 
Konslam became a shade 
ambitious on this : 
+ · AQJx + 9xxxx 
\:;1 Axxx \/ Kxx 
OAxx Ox 
• A X· • K Q X X 

Dodds' opened a mere One No 
Tmmp on his 19-count with four 
Aces ; Konstam, the good bid of 
Three pades. Dodds now showed 
his power by Four Clubs, 
accepting pades and cue-bidding 
his lowest Ace. ix pades was 
reached but failed owing to the 

pade King being offside (bare, 
ala !) and the unfortunate fact 
that West had only two cards of 
East's second suit. Not a very 
good slam ;uiyway. 

1 orse Defence was slack, but 
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Dodds' attack was admirable on \\'Ould the Clubs and Hearts 
this : break, and/or would a squeeze + K 9 x x x x + A 10 x materialize? If so, the Diamond 
\? x \:;> K x x must be won at once ; if not, it 
0 A 10 x 0 x x must be finessed. The Eight, 
4- Ax x + J 10 9 x x however reluctantly released, was 

In -t+ x, a singleton Club a double-edged card. Konstam 
honour was led by North and, in read it at its face-value, played 
the teeth of the impending ruff, the Ace of Diamonds and went 
Dodds returned Club. South one down. 
omitted to give his partner his In the other room, North 
chance to make a low trump played the hand, and :Marx made 
(likewise extracting the last Club the natural lead of the Spade 
from West's hand) ; and, on the King ; Gray encouraged and the 
Diamond switch and the Spade Queen followed. · But the British 
break, 11 by cards were registered. Captain did not overtake: he 

One hand was an absolute foresaw a possible squeeze against 
horror : himself and duly blocked the suit ! + x x x The contract was now one down. 

\? A Q x Whether, if the unblock lzad been 
0 J x x made, l\farx would have refrained 
+ K Q x x (with no entry) from cashing the + A x x + K Q J x last Spade, on the theory advanced 

\? J x x x \? 1 0 x by Terence Reese in his book that 
0 9 8 0 K 10 x x x the worst thing to do in 3 NT is to 
+ J 10 x x + x x cash the fourth trick (which may 

+ x x x rectify the count for Declarer) 
\? K x x x unless yoi.1 know where the fifth 
0 A Q x is coming from, remains an open + A x x question. 

Both N-S pairs got into 3 NT. Gray and l\larx pu.t a Norse 
Konstam played it from the defender well and truly on the spot 
South hand and got the lead of a with a light Acol Spade opening 
small Spade. East won with and an equally light pade raise. 
Knave and returned King, West The Norwegian looked and 
overtaking and returning. The looked at his 16 beautiful points
fourth Spade was cashed, and the and passed. They made 2+ 
wretched ·west was put to a while Gardener and Tarlo clocked 
hideous discard : a Club or a up :~ NT. 
Heart might easily be fatal ; r\ Three Diamond opening on 
while a Diamond- the lowest card r\] 10 to seven with a King, had a 
being the Eight- looked like a superb result. It was Doubled 
shout for a suit he certainly did and the partner shot to 50. This 
not \mnt led. However, the was Doubled, but the Double was 
Diamond was a chance against a taken out (wisely, since 50 are 
certainty, so it was discarded. luckily " on ") to 5\? which went 
The Diamond was . immediately one down . In the other room, a 
forthcoming from East, and comfortable -l\? contract was 
Konstam had to take his view : reached and made. 

12 
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Yet another success was scored but a doubleton, he played low, 
when Gray and Marx found them- and \Vest made the Knave. 
seh·es in a successful 6 NT con- Rather than set up a weak hand 
tract, while Norway was content ruff and possibly establish a high 
to st~lY in a mereS+ . card for Declarer, West got off 

This afternoon match produced play with a markedly losing 
1 he most elegant piece of Dummy- Spade (unless partner held the 
play I personally witnessed during improbable Ace). The King went 
the whole week. Konstam was the to the Ace and a low Club allowed 
hero : Dummy's King to score. A low 

+ I 0 x x x x x Spade return-mark the timing ! 
\? x x x -cleared trumps and removed 
0 I 0 x West's best exit card. 
+ K x Now the Queen of Clubs 

x x + K x appeared, and Connie's mouth 
\? Q x x \? A x x x began to curl in the pure delight 
0 A ] 9 0 Q x x x of mastery. \Vest won the Ace + A J x x x + x x x and, after a trance, emerged with' 

+ A Q J the only card that could let 
\? K J x Declarer go wrong: the Knave of 
0 K '\ x x Clubs, offering Dummy a ruff. + Q x x On this, Konstam, now broadly 

West opened with a Club and smiling, discarded Dummy's 
East bid a Heart ; Konstam Diamond ! The Western goose 
(South) made a waiting Pass, was now cooked to a turn: a 
probably hoping to Double the Club gave a ruff-discard; a 
likely I NT. But West bid 2\?- Diamond was up to the King or 
very annoying; and ·this was the Ace was ruffed away; while a 
passed round to South, who Heart was up to the major tenace. 
emerged with the master-bid of Tuesday Ni~ht. Great 
2+ ·! Yes, on three cards at the Britain v. Ireland. Match 
2-level : you can (at the right won by 18 IMP. 
time- usually) expect such from At this moment, Ireland and 
" Connie." Iceland were the stars of the 

Two Passes (pause to admire the tournament, both being unbeaten. 
restraint of Dodds) found East The first board produced a 
contesting with 2 TT and Dodds sensation. 
fmding a prudent :3+ from North. 

\Vest led a low Heart and East 
cashed the Ace. Thinking that, 

• 10 X 

+ A Qxx 
\? X X X 

0 K IO X X 

+ Ax probably, South had but one 
Heart left, whether the King or 
not did not matter ; and that 
therefore, a Heart return would 
be waste of a tempo, East 
switched to·~ Diamond. Although 
Konstam had apparently all to 

\? Q!Oxxxxx 
+ KJxxx 
\?A J 

0 J 8 + 109 

gain and nothing to lose by going 
up with King, since Dummy had 
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0 X X X 

+ K XX 

• X X 

<ylK 
0 A Q9x + Q]xxx 
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North got into 3 T and · a 
hapless Irish East led a Diamond. 
A cunning Ace was played from 
the Dummy, and a wretched \Vest 
could but play the encouraging
looking, discouraging - in - inten
tion, Eight. Ace and another Club 
put East in again and, despite the 
succulent King of Hearts blank 
in Dummy, despite the thought
waves that must have been send" 
ing out well-night irresistible 
impulses from \Vest, a second 
Diamond allowed the contract to 
be made. 

The second board saw another 
gain : we playing 3 NT for 10 
tricks, the lrish playing 2 NT for 
9. And the third saw a difference 
in technique even though both 
teams played Acol. What do you 
bid over an adverse 3\/ on : 
+ AK:-..-xx \/AJx OKx + AKIO? 

We found 3 NT and made it ; 
Ireland, the less effective bid of 
3 • . 

In a match of many swings, 
with barely.acontract indentical in 
both rooms, the contest see-sawed 
along. This board showed Gray at 
his most acute : 
+ K8xx 
\/KQ]x 
0 Q 10 3 
+ XX 

+ J 7 ~{ 
\/A 
0 K 9 X X 

+ AK X X X 

Both rooms found themselves 
in 3 NT ; but Gray, the old 
master, pulled one out of the hat 
to make. A Spade was opened and 
lhe King won over the Nine. The 
Hearl Ace was cashed and a 
Diamond led to the Ten, taken 
by the Knave. Two Spades left 
the Eight high and a Club was 
used to exit, the King winning. 
low Gray led Dummy's 0 K, 

North fatally hesitated- and 
ducked. Now· th second Club is 

cashed before e:-..iting with 
Diamond, and North is in '~ith no 
chance of avoiding South's entry 
to make his Hearts and good 
Spade. Very nice indeed: even 
though a Diamond Ace and small 
defeats contract. 

This sequence showed Britain 
at its best, Ireland at its less 
good: 
+ 3 + AJ9xx 

. \? A 10 X X \? K X 

ll! 

0 AQxxx 0 Kxx 
+ Axx + Jxx 

Ireland opened . a Heart !-I 
thought this futile type of Pre
paredness had been given the 
coup de grace in the Anglo-Welsh 
match of three years ago-and 
over a pade response bid 20. A 
3+ (horrible !) response was 
passed out. Britain opened a 
Diamond and the Spade reply, 
facing a singleton, discouraged 
anything but 1 NT (over 2+ , 
\Vest dares to " reverse " with 
2\/). A 3 1T bid was now 
inevitable, and "on." 

Gardener and Tarlo muffed a 
defence on this one: 

+ Q9xxx 
\? K 9 X 

0 Qx 
+ XXX 

• A K 1 X • 10 X X 

\? 10 X X \? j X 

OJxx OKx 
+ AJx + KQxxx 

+ x 
\? AOxxx 
0 A lOxxxx 
+ x 

A low trump, wisely clucked by 
East, was led against -4\/ ; a low 
Diamond was led to the Queen and 
King; a lub came back, and was 
overtaken by West who scientific
ally returned a Heart, thereby 
extracting East's last trump and, 
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with it, control to over-ruff- or at 
least embarrass-the Dummy in 
Declarer's econd red suit. 

Towards the end of the match, 
the cards ran big to Ireland in the 
Open room. They shot this slam : 

AKJxxx + Qx 
<7 Kx \? Qxxxx 
O AKxx Ox 
+ Q + Axxxx 
~ow spare a tear for jack 1\larx, 

on lead with 
+ IO \?AJxx 0 IOxx + KJI09x. 

Declarer has bid 2+ and rebid 
J O over J + . A mere J + has 
brought forth a Culbertson -l 1T 
and the reply of S+ (a well
judged bid) carried to 6. jack 
led the Ace of Hearts. As I sat 
behind him, I watched him 
finger the King of Clubs. But
no wonder on the bidding-he 
was convinced that the terrific 
excitement of South must be 
due to Qx in Clubs. A trump 
- which at trick I breaks the 
slam- let six home. 

On three big hands running, 
i\larx led the Ace of Hearts. He 
announced jovially that the only 
reason he did not lead it on 
Board J2- was: he didn't hold 
it ! 

Wednesday Night. 
Britain v. Iceland. 
Won by 34 IMP. 

Great 
Match 

The Iceland team was going 
great guns. This group from the 
far corner of Europe is a formid
able force: amazingly so, since 
there is so little play outside 
]{eykjavik, and not as much as the 
cracks would like even there. 
With fine tactical judgment, 
Gray and 1\larx stood out of the 
match, since on a tour of Iceland 
two or three years ago, the 
Icelanders had won a key match 
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against them and had something 
of a superiority complex. Dodds 
and Konstam, Tarlo and Gardener 
did their stuff admirably. 

Board 4, however, showed the 
home team at their far from best 
in both rooms. 

• XX 

\? AQxxx 
0 j 9 X 

+ K lOx 
• J 10 X X • A K Q X X X 

\? 109xxx CV' x 
OKx OQxx 
+ Jx + xxx 

+ x 
\? K J 
0 A 10 X X X 

+ AQxxx 
East dealt at Game All and 

opened, in both rooms, I + . Ice
land bid 20 and the British West, 
2+ . 1orth found 3\?, East 3+ ; 
a raise to 4\? by Iceland (-l+ is 
infinitely superior) gave Konstam 
the chance to Double; but Dodds, 
conscious of his weak opening 
and the fact that the pades, 
after the raise, were worth at best 
one trick, removed to the com
parative safety of a -t + which 
went I down. In the other room, 
the British outh found the 
strange over-bid of 2+ . We t 
bumped the pades; ~orth the 
Clubs and we played for II tricks
but in a contract of only nine. 

Ultra-caution seemed to 
characterise Tarlo when he held 
+ xCVJAxxxxOAJxx + xxx 
and the bidding was opened to his 
right with a Spade and . Gardener 
emerged with a I NT bid after two 
passes. Four Hearts were avail
able, if he had chosen to bid. To 
be fair, the position is difficult : 
the I NT in this position can well 
be weak and mainly protective; 
and there is the question, too, 
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that a Double is usually in order out the Swedes in 4+ , raised an 
if you are interested in " the eyebrow and commented merely: 
other major." The hand is " Rather a hazardous Double, 
borderline for ::J~. wasn't it? " to elicit the smiling 

The Iceland match gave Tarlo reply from Gray: " I thought 
a chance, however, of showing the Dummy would be even worse 
how swiftly he could think. He than it was ! " 
got into 6~ on Another tough nut before we 
+ J x x + A Q leave the Iceland match: What 
~ A 10 9 x x ~ Q J x x is the correct response on 
0 Q 10 x x 0 A K . + AKlOxx ~lOxxx 010xx + x? +. x + A Q J x x when Partner opens 2 NT and 

The opening Club lead was won you bid 3+ (conventio~al, asking 
by the Ace and the Queen of for a major). Now partner bids 
Hearts finessed unsuccessfully. ::J + . i\ly taste is 5+ - six are on. 
Later in the play, South inad- The actual holder bid -1 + only. 
vertently exposed a low Spade If the 2 T opener has but 
and Tarlo, hard-pushed for his QJxx in Spades, he is probably 
twelfth trick- he had alre~dy capable .of making 6+ by 
ditched the Spade Queen on his discarding a Diamond in your hand 
Diamond Queen and cashed on a high Club in his ; and 
Dummy's Spade Ace-immediate- setting up a fourth Heart in your 
ly led the Knave of Spades with hand. 
the hope North did not hold the It is true that, by bidding 2+ 
King. As this card lay luckily, we you announce a better hand than 
scored the slam. by merely bidding 3+ at once-

It is no pleasant thing to make some Baronised Acolites and all 
-or to chuck-a contract on a Baronians demand this should be 
technical error ; but one must Passed ; and therefore, you must 
play to the rule, and it is false be moderately good ; but no-one 
sportsmanship not' to avail your- can imagine you are AK10 to five 
self of an opponent's error. plus a singleton on a mere -t + 

l venture to say that the raise. 
conduct, the deportment, the Thursday afternoon, we "played 
ease with which any situation Switzerland ! " This meant, of 
which arose was handled reflect course, a day off, since the Swiss 
the highest possible credit on all failed to appear, much to every
our own team- and on almost one's disappointment. Their 
every player present. Gardener's failure to arrive was a surprise 
ill-fated Double of a Spade against ·for, though play started on 

weden showed this pair at its Sunday, they were still expected. 
best : no word of recrimination and rumour went buzzing round 
on either side passed their lips. the .1\[etropole- " British Bridge 
Dodds and Konstam, faced with League H.Q." according to the 
the question whether a Norwegian A.A. signs plastered about-that 
had said " Dough Bell " or 1 o their luggage had arrived and 
Bid, were charming and generous, they would be definitely " on 
as were the Norsemen. deck" on Monday. 'R11t a wire 

Konstam, seeing Gray double- came denying their nppearances 

. 16 
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o\·er-belatedly, in my own view. 
Thursday Night. Great 

Britain v. F inland. Match 
Won by 19 I M P. 

Finland, with almost as few 
players as Iceland, has not yet 
achieved its Bridge Hecla. They 
seemed, in my judgment, to 
attempt too often the improbable 
slam; and, although it may be 
good policy to " shoot " if a 
team is up against its superiors on 
form, nevertheless, there is not a 
great deal in card-play between 
the strongest and the weakest 
team at such a gathering as 
Brighton . 

One hand-Board 3-of this 
match was bandied about as a 
piece of monstrously bad bidding 
on the part of Gray and Marx : 
the story being pretty well 
garbled in the telling : 

Q 9 X + 10 8 X X 

\.? AK9xx \.? QJ x 
0 K Q 10 X 0 A X 

+x + Jxxx 
The Finns bid l \.?-1 + - 20-

2\.? \.? : orthodox enough, if a 
bit forward : ~~\.? being as much 
as East should do. Marx opened 
a H eart and Gray found the 
response of 2\.? ; a much better 
bid than l + on a lot on nonsense, 
unless you are playing the 4-trump 
rules- and far preferable to a silly 
2 + bid. Marx, . after due 
consideration, made his effort, on 
Acol principles, in the suit he 
wanted Partner's stuff to be in : 
2+ . At sight , this looks like a 
master bid of the most egregious 
type-but what else is he to find? 
Three Diamonds (as it happens) 
will elicit an automatic -l\.? from 
Gray ; Three Clubs is a mere 
waste of time ; and 2+ is surely · 
no worse than ~~\.?. Gray shot to 
-l + -a questionable bid, except 

that, if l\larx is a true reverse 
instead of a trial, the bid is 
automatic. That is the sole 
criticism to -be made against the 
2+ effort: that it may catch 
partner with good Spade support. 

. Although evl!ryone yammered 
that the British pair had " got to 
-t+ on seven trumps headed by 
Q 10 instead of 4\.? on eight cards 
heade.d by quart major "-the 
difference in score was precisely 
nil! Both contracts are two down. 
Sorry- no chuck! 

What do you bid, after a Pass, 
on a balanced 9!--count with a 
couple of Nines- on the side? 
Especially when Partner opens 
1+ . Nico Gardener found 2 NT. 

· This again, did not matter, since 
·partner had a whale. It is ad
mittedly a difficult bid, since the 
opener may be shaded ; a change 
of suit is now certainly not forcing; 
and, unless you can raise the 
Spades (he, with ] x, certainly 
could not), you are down to 
bidding a rubbishy two of a 
minor with prayer that opener 
rebids, bidding " One No Tmmp 
in a loud voice " or potting 2 NT. 

The Gardenei:-Tarlo defence 
was not at its best iri this match ; 
but such few slips as there were 
usually occurred during part
scores. Gray and l\Iarx came badly 
unstuck defending 3 NT x on: 

+ K lOxx 
\.? Q8xxx 
0 A XX 

+ x 
+ Ax + QJ9x 
\.? lO \.? K9xx 
0 l08xxx 0 Qx 
+ Q J 8 X X + A 10 9 

+ X X X 

\.? A]x 
0 Kj 9 + K XXX 

l 'Z 
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The Finnish North opened, 
gaily enough, 1 \? and outh 
responded 2+ . A rebid of Hearts 
found South ambitious enough to 
try 2 NT. North, taking the 
rosiest possible view of his 9 
points, now attempted 3+ : 
surely crazy since partner could 
not conceivably ·hold four cards 
in the suit. outh converted to 
3 NT and Gray-East-Doubled, 
internally licking his chops at the 
thought of 800 or even 1100: 
both sides being vulnerable. 

After considerable deliberation, 
l\Iarx led the neutral Diamond : 
my own (obviously ex past facia) 
belief is that the + Q is better, 
still retaining J 8 behind the 
bidder. Declarer now made the 
excellent shot of the Knave of 
Hearts and Gray, even more 
confident at sight of the woeful 
Dummy, omitted the precaution 
of ducking. He won at once and 
led the Spade Queen. This was 
won by l\Iarx and a pade 
returned. South now finessed the 

even of Hearts, cashed the Ace 
and, with 3 Diamonds, 4 Hearts, a 
Spade and the Club King made a 
truly remarkable 3 NT. 

We got back most of the 
dropped points on the next board, 
when Gardener passed· Tarlo's 
opening on a count of 5 empty 
points. Fourth hand Doubled and 
Tarlo, who was good, Redoubled. 
Gardener Doubled and slaugh
tered the take-out. 

Finland attempted a slam on 
these cards, bid by Gray and 
l\larx to a baby 3 NT on the 
SeC)uence I NT-~~ NT. 
• A K 10 • Q 8 X X 

c:?Qxx \?AKxx 
0 K 10 X X 0 A X 

+ 10 X X + A X X 

A miserable 29 points and no 
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shape at aiL Finland bid 1 0-

2\?-3\?--4+ -! ·-5 · -6\? 0 

West is the culprit here : he 
has no hand on which to accept 
the 4+ invitation. His Spade 
holding is the main justification 
for his operiing bid. He should 
sign off rapidly in 4\?, when East 
should take the warning since he · 
has no 5 card-suit, and after all, just 
a force on a 4-card one : viz. 17 
points, even despite his " four 
quick tricks, Partner." 

\Ve reached 4+ on the following 
cards to go two down ; but 
recouped the points next door 
when we played in 20 x for 
380 plus. 
+ K Q 9 7 + 10 6 4 2 
\? KQ98 \? 62 
0 AIO 0 9853 
+ K 10 9 + A Q J 

West opened 1 NT and outh 
" fished " with 2+ ; the hoped
for Spade reply was raised once, 
and West went to game. Although 
A]x sat over the Declarer's 
trumps, it is not an altogether 
good contract. Per onally, I 
Pass Two pades : there are 
18 points (counting Tens) 
opposite and still " no makee." 
Perhaps the " fi h " i un
warranted with only 7 points all 
in one place and no ingleton. 

Finland had only her elf to 
blame on Board 18 : she got to 
5\? and went down where we stop
ped comfortably in 4\?. Note 
here the danger of the misfit, with 
experience coun elling prudence : 
• Q X X • K 10 9 8 X 

\? x \? A K 109xxx 
OAQJIOxxO-
+ Kxx + x 

\Ve t opens a Diamond, East 
1\?. \Vest can find but 20 and 
East bids 2+ . Over 2 NT, both 
Easts bid 4\? ; but the Finnish 
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West persisted with Diamonds. 
If any effort were to be made
and presumably this 50 is an 
effort--! + is more constructive 
and more truthful. The key to 
the hand is : East did not force. 

An ill-judged Double gave us a 
game but we handed it back the 
next board when a Finnish 3 NT 
snicked through the normally 

·safe hands of Konstam and 
Dodds- a contract held to 7 
tricks in the other room. 

Both pairs missed the slam on : 
+ Kjxxx + AQ1098x 
\? - \? 10 X X 

O Kxxxx OJ 
+ Kxx + Axx 

West opened I + when Britain 
held the cards and East found 
2+ - about the best available bid. 
West bid 20 and East gave the 
delayed game raise to 4 + 
showing a better hand than a 
direct game bid. Should West 
make an effort? Why not? Five 
should be safe- and the effort 
could show the Club King or the 
more normal try of the Heart 
control. 

Leslie Dodds, who is playing 
rock-of-Gibraltar stuff nowadays, 
found a costless master-bid when, 
with a Diamond bid to his left 
and a Heart to his right, he butted 
in with a Spade on · 
+ KIOx c:?xxx OJ10xx + AJx 

This had the effect of pushing 
opponents into -l\? which was 
doubled and set one ; while 
Finland waltzed into -l O on this 
hand, through over-ambition and 
a subsequent retreat, to go three 
clown. 

The bidding has gone : A 
Diamond to your right, a Heart 
to your left ; Two Clubs to your 
right and this is passed to your 
partner who protects with · a 

Double ; what do you find on 
+ QJ9xxc:?KxxxOx + QJx 

Despite the precarious position 
of your red King, I don't believe 
you dare bid less than 2+ . Alas, 
we did- and missed a game. 

Over-ambition can be just as 
dangerous as pusillanimity ; you 
open I + on 
+ KQxx \?KJxx OAlOx + lOx 
and are overbid to your left with 
2+ . This is passed round to you. 
Do you take action? .Me, I don't ; 
Konstam did-and went two off 
in 2\? : the Hearts sitting, let it 
be said, diabolically with AQlOx 
over him. 

Board 30 was unfortunate in 
both rooms for Britain : we went 
down in 3 NT in one room and 
went two down in 20x in the 
other. 

The bridge blind spot is a well
known phenomenon ; but how 
can these two hands miss six 
tricks against a 3 NT contract? 
+ lOx + K.JSxx 
\? A7xx \? KQJx 
0 A 9 X X 0 10 X X 

+ JQ X X + Q 
The opening lead was the Spade 

Ten, and the King held; the 
King of Hearts was led and the 
small Heart followed from East ! 
Now, somehow, Tarlo and 
Gardener crossed the wires and 
lost' nine tricks-with only si.x 
adverse Clubs to run. This was 
magic. 

Friday Night. Grea t Britain 
v. Belgium. Ma tch Lost by 
12 IMP. 
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Black Friday-and how. No
one would under-rate the tough 
Belgian team ; but a series of 
disastrous views and bad boards 
marred our record. We lost 
against Holland to some extent, 
at least, on luck; we lost to 
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Belgium on demerit. 
Typical Konstam enterprise 

got us away to a flying start. 
Holding 
+ AKJ 10 CVAKxxx OAK lOx + 
he opened 2+ ; · over the Dodds 
20, he tried the Hearts; over 3+ 
he tried (against all the scientists' 
strictures-but rightly, in my 
view) the Spades ; and over 
3 NT, he still would not lie down 
and showed the Diamonds. These 
were raised to Five- Dodds 
holding two Major singletons and 
five Diamonds to the knave plus 
his six Clubs to QJlO. Konstam 
bid the six and made it. 

A difficult-to-leave-in Three 
No Trumps was missed by Tarlo 
and Gardener who elected to play 
in 50 with Axxx opposite 
KIOxx. As the remaining trumps 
were in one hand, the cards must 
have been superbly handled to 
gather in ten tricks. l t cost 
nothing, for a 2+ contract by 
the same Declarer (!) went one off. 

A faulty decision by Tarlo lost 
us points: again a horrid 
dilemma. You hold a Yarborough 
bar Queen to four Spades and 
a doubleton Diamond. Partner, 
vulnerable, opens a Spade ; there 
is a butt-in of Two Diamonds and 
this is Doubled by opener. 
Drearily, you bid Two Spades but 
Three Diamonds is the cry. 
Partner Doubles again- so what? 

On his head be it, say 1; but 
Tarlo removed to Three Spades, 
one down, with Three Diamonds 
losing a minimum of five tricks. 

lt was not Britain's clay ; a 
bad Double of Five Clubs gave 
Belgium points they did not earn ; 
Belgium sacrificing successfully 
next door ; and then came a hand 
that was to be doubly disastrous : 
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+ AQx + xxx 
CV Ax CV Kxx 
O AKjxxx 0 Qxxx 
+ xx + xxx 

Dodds opened 20 and Konstam 
gave the negative answer of 2NT. 
Dodds bid 3 0 and Konstam, 
Four Diamonds: passed out and 
one clown. A half-time discussion 
laid it down that a solidifying 
card in a minor 2-bid had better 
be shown by an immediate raise : 
three No Trumps being on since 
the Clubs were 4-4. (Belgium 
played 111 Three Diamonds, 
making). 

The kick-back came on this 
hand, in the second half when 
Gray and Marx had their only 
poor session : 
+ A cv K 10 X X • 

0 AKQxx 
+ KQJ 

+ j X X X 

cv A X X 

0 j 10 X X X 

+ x 
Gray opened Two Diamonds 

and received a " book " reply of 
Three Diamonds. A huddle was 
followed by:~ NT- made 6 on the 
lead of a low Heart from the 
Queen-Knave. The Three No 
Trump effort is, unquestionably, 
ill-advised: primarily, because 
you are not sure of making it ! 
A Spade lead, and you can be 
sunk. lt i bad, too, because 
there may be (as there are) 
better things in the hand than a 
mere g<une. 

Anxiety not to miss a second 
gmne was mainly responsible for 
the bid ; and the error might still 
have been rectified if Marx, on his 
five trumps, singleton and Heart 
Ace had seen fit to remove it to 
40. But again, the past was at 
work in his mind, and after a 
considerable hesitation, he passed. 
Who wants to play in Diamonds 
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at ~latch-points-especially when 
Partner bids 1 o-Trumps? 

It was amusing to hear the 
pundits uniting to condemn the 
3 NT bid- but failing to agree 
what bid Opener should find over 
30. One school plumped solidly 
for 3\:)-make your trial where 
you want partner's " stuff." A 
second school ,demanded the cue
bid of the lowest possible Ace
Three pades (which cuts out any 
Heart bid below the -!-level). 1 
e\·en heard a false cue-bid in 
Clubs recommended! 

This hand was a miss on both 
parts ; and I am not Solomon, to 
attempt to apportion the blame. 
The scale of comment used by 
Gray himself is: Gray, bad; 
Marx, doubtful. Marx defends his 
Pass of 3 T. 

There was good play on the 
British side, even on Black 
Friday : plenty of it : and much 
of it by the pair faulted on the 
slam. In defence, there was 
barely a trick misplayed ; and 
the bidding was very tight. 
Konstam stretched an 11-count 
to three bids : 
+ Kxxx \:)x OAQx + QIO 9 8 x 

He opened a Club; bid pade 
over Dodds' Heart and actually 
found 3 NT over 2 NT from 
Dodds. This- in all justice-did 
NOT make. 

The very next hand- again the 
repercussion from the past !- with 
AKQ to five pades, AKIO to five 
Clubs, Konstam overbid a Dia
mond with Two Spades ; overbid 
an adverse Three H earts with 
Three pades, not Four Clubs. All 
credit to the Belgians for inter
fering successfully on rubbish ; 
but a 4+ effort gives us a sure 10 
tricks in Spades : Three pades 
being- alas! -passed out. 
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Another bad swing came when 
Dodds and Konstam allowed four 
Hearts to make, which is one 
down in top cards once a ruff had 
been played for and gained. 

A light overbid was slaughtered 
by Konstam while Gray and Marx 
stood on their heads to get 3+ 
down in the other room : a 
welcome gain of some of our lost 
points; a weak semi-psychic 
response on two Queens and a 
Knave caught Dodds with 20 
points and the resultant 3 NT 
went off, losing a few back. Then 
came another understandable, but 
still disastrous, miss on these 
cards: 
+ KQ + AJx 
\:)Kx \:)Qx 
0 A Q 8 X X X 0 10 9 
+ Kxx + AQJxxx 

l\farx's Diamond and North 's 
1 \:) fetched 2+ from Gray ; now, 
unaccountably, Marx mis
counted his points to 19 ! He bid 
3 NT. Gray raised, non-com·en
tionally, to -! NT. To this, still 
under the impression that he held 
19, l\Iarx bid 50 : a bad shot, 
in my view, even with 19 points. 
Gray Passed- a poor Pass. Gray 
" crimes" the 50 bid (even with 
the 19 supposititious points) ; 
Iarx defends it as an acceptance 

of the slam-try and thinks Gray 
should respond 5 NT -obviously 
50 does not announce solid 
Diamonds- or even 6 1T. 

Superficial analysis . perceived 
6 T as a possible make : win 

pade lead in hand and lead low 
to the Queen of Hearts : now reel 
off two more Spades and si.x Clubs 
and where is poor North going 
for honey ? He will be down to the 
Ace of Hearts and the King Knave 
of Diamonds : so an end-play 
brings home the slam where (with 
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Kjx of Diamonds behind the bid) 
50 goes one down, 

The analysis is extremely 
superficial in first class bridge : 
for if Declarer holds K x x in 
Hearts, the slam is cold : either 
the Ace of Hearts goes up on 
nothing, "beating air," as they 
say, to give Declarer three Spades, 
six Clubs, two Hearts and a 
Diamond ; or the end-play is 
developed. Therefore, the only 
chance is to go up immediately 
with the Ace of Hearts averting 
the end-play : it is all you can 
avert anyway, and-it breaks 
this slam. A difficult but not 
impossible defence. 

Saturday Afternoon. Great 
Br itain .v. Ita ly. Match Lost 
by 7 IMP. 

In this match, we were fighting 
against a system which required 
a new system to be invented to 
controvert it ! Even to analyse 
the results makes one a little 
dizzy. 

We got away to a game bid by 
Gardener and Tarlo, missed by 
the other side : Konstam finding a 
master-bid of opponents' genuine 
suit on King to six and going only 
one down ; board two found a 
llne sacrifice by Dodds and 
Konstam to save a sure game
and brilliant play to hold clown 
the set against flve trumps in one 
h;md. But consider-
+ x'VA K 10 x x x OJ + AKJ x x 

:\ Spade is opened ahead of this 
band-a typical aggressive 
British bid on AQ to six and a 
King-and (t bids, on the l tali an 
system, 30 ! No- this is not a 
misprint. The partner emerges 
with -t + (on Q x x) and the Hearts 
are never mentioned ! This jump 
overbid shows a 2-suiter in the 
unbid colours. 
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Gardener and Tarlo stretched a 
combined couple of minima to a 
10-trick contract : One opening 
and the ·partner, after a negative 
Double, raising to Two as a shut
out measure ; now opener raises 
to three, to shut out yet further, 
and the partner takes it seriously. 
Ouch! 

Gardener found a phantom 
sacrif1ce, raising a 2+ butt-in to 
5 over a pre-emptive 4 Heart 
raise on 
+ J X X r;::} j 0 Kj10 X X X + J X X 

only to find 4'V went down. He 
and Tarlo made amends by bidd
ing these hands to a slam missed 
by the Italians : 
• A K 10 • X X 

r;::)Axx 'VJ 
0 xxxx 0 AKQxx 
+ Kxx + AJxxx 

Our bidding was 1 0-3 NT
-t+ - 50-60. Italy bid I 0-
2+ (!)-2 NT(!)-3 NT. 

Then came a brute : can YOU 
make 2r;::)x on these cards: 
+ Kxx + xxx 
'V J 10 7 'V A Q 8 X X 

0 Q j x 0 9Sxxx 
+ KJxx + -

The Nine of Hearts was led, 
covered and ducked, holding the 
trick. The Kna\·e followed, and 
was overtaken by the queen, all 
following. 1 ow, the hand over 
Declarer holds A K 10 x in 
Diamonds and both black Aces. 
What about it? Leslie Dodds 
went one down, and all the 
kibitzers claimed he could make it 
if he drew the last Heart-as it 
happened. They omitted to 
consider that such play might 
send the hand three off. 

Aggressive bidding scored al
most all along the line until the 
previously mentioned hand when 
Dodds held a 6-6-1-0 and missed a 
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slam : mercifully not bid in the lose back when we threw in a hand 
other room, but the game was on which Italy went down in 
reached in comfort. -t + -yes, a-t + contract bid on a 

The last board of the first half Passed-out hand under the 
showed a big swing to Italy. aggressive light-opening British! 
Both pairs played in 4~ on . Came a sorry· miss: a slam on + A K x + x x x x which Tarlo and Gardener bid as 
~ A K Q J x ~ x x x follows : 
O x OKxxx + AQxx + Kxx 
+ Kxxx + Qx ~ Qxx ~ t~Kxxx 

A trump opening left Leslie 0 A K x x 0 10 x 
with the guess : play for the + Q x + K J x 
Diamond King when, if "right," The East hand opened, and the 
he stood a chance of making; sequence was: 1 ~-2+-3+
or play for the Club ruff which -l~-5+-50-5~. There it 
would limit him to one -clown? stuck with 12 tricks on ice. In the 
If the Diamond King were wrong, other room, almost orthodox 
and the trumps were continued, biclclingwent: l~-20-2NT
he might well never come to a :J + --t+ ----t NT-5~-G NT. 
Club at all and go two clown. He A lead out of turn prohibited a 
played conservatively and duly Club opening (which meant 
registered nine tricks only. nothing anyway) and Italy 

In the other room, the same gathered a dozen tricks. 
contract was played by East ! It was at this point that all 
West opened a Club to which East seemed lost but honour. \Ve slid 
responded his worst suit : One down the great chart in the winter
Heart. Two Hearts (presumably garden from our proud · first to 
forcing) elicited 2 NT and -l~ llfth place. All the scientists were 
closed the auction. canvassing the merits of our 

A Diamond was opened, un- respective pairs: all the en
happily, establi shing the King for tourages likewise. We ought, 
certain ; and the trump switch they said, to have played Gray 
could not stop the Declarer from against Italy- or we ought not to 
ruffing at least one losing Club. have played him against Belgium! 

We turned three up; but Two masters ne\·er made a good 
dropped points when Gardener partnership- a hit at Konstam 
raised gratuitously a butt-in of and Dodds ; and the" new" pair 
I+ on the Ace and another plus had not the experience or the 
an Ace Queen and a doubleton : " class" for International stuff. 
<\dmittedly an overbid in the All these , and many more, things 
Baronised Acol the pair affect is were said ad lltlltscanl. 
based on a decent 5-card suit ; The only people not t9 worry 
still, it seems a strange bid for a about them- though the)' worried 
-1 -tmmp rule man to lind. about the results- were the team. 

A couple of hands later, we Two matches to go. If we won 
caned Three Spades in one room both and if A-oeat B and C, e,·en 
for 500, while making Two pades drew with D ; and if and if and 
our elves ; then Italy snatched a if- then we still had a squeak. 
part-score which we threw in, to But Denmark- ne\·er an easy. 
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team, still remained ; and in the 
last round, France- the lightest
hearted team, which dressed for 
dinner and drank champagne 
cocktails as if they were really on 
holiday- France, with its ex
perienceand danger, still remained: 
neck-and-neck with Italy. 

Saturday N ight. Britain v . 
Denmark. Match Won by 
14 IMP. 

For the last two matches, 
Harrison-Gray and Jack Marx
two of the original pre-war 
board-sweeping · quartette in 
Britain, played unchanged. A 
close and ruthless analysis of the 
previous matches demonstrated 
that, on the whole, they had 
chucked appreciably less than 
either of the other pairs and, 
coincidentally, brought points in; 
and, although there were wide
spread (but unfounded) fears of 

· 1\Iarx's stamina and lack of recent 
tournament experience, the de
cision was taken and duly came 
off. 

In point of fact, l\farx was the 
surprise of the team : more 
especially in defence, but he still 
proved his dummy-play was the 
equal of any over a given 
distance. In this very match, he 
demonstrated by making :~ NT 
when the Danes went down, that 
the correct way to play for three 
tricks with A x x facing Q J x x 
is to lead Ace and small and lead 
again towards the minor honours. 
The Danish Declarer ran the 
Queen into K 10 9 8! Baby 
error? Granted- but made by 
an International. 

Our first board gave us a 
flying start: Gray, in the Closed 
Room, was Doubled in ~. on 
these hands : 
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+ AK lOx + 98xx 
r::) Q ]Q X r::) X X 

Ox Oxxxx 
+ A K J X X + 10 X X 

Gray opened a Club and two 
passes elicited a Heart ; Gray 
rebidding a Spade, overbid 
immediately with 1 NT. The 
Heart bidder continued with his 
suit and, prepared for 3+ at 
worst, Gray found the unusual 
shot of 2+ on a -!-suit announced 
as guarded on his left : his only 
chance not to play in Three pades. 
The No Trumpist indignantly 
Doubled and, through quite 
horrible defence, the British 
Captain clocked in no fewer than 
10 tricks with Q J x x in trumps 
over him ! The opposition omitted 
to make their top Hearts and, 
with the Queen of Clubs doubleton 
on Declarer's right , the adverse 
trump holding was put under the 
hammer by the long black minor, 
l\larx holding four trumps to the 

in e. 
For a wonder, Leslie Dodds

perhaps the most consistently 
brilliant dummy player in Britain, 
although Konstamshoneespecially 
in this department at Brighton
muffed ~~ 1 T on these cards : 
• A X • 10 X 

rv A 9 x x rv K 10 x 
0 A K X 0 10 X X X 

+ A K 10 X + J X X X 

He was fortunate enough to get 
the opening lead of the Diamond 
Queen and, after cashing the Ace 
of Clubs, led a low Diamond. If 
now he takes the Club finesse 
(which, with 8 cards, the book 
s~ys he sh~uld) after cashing the 
h.mg of D1amonds and crossing 
to the King of Hearts, cashing the 
good Ten of Diamonds and 
throwing his useless pade or a 
worthless Heart, he must come to 
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a minimum of 10 tricks. Denmark 
made 11 tricks, even on a Spade 
lead; Dodds went two down. 

Thi horror cost little, but the 
game was missed in both rooms : 
+ x + QJxxx 
<:::; Axxx <:::; KQJ 
OAK]xx 0-+ K Q 10 + 8 X X X X 

Denmark played it peacefully 
in 2<:::;, making nine tricks ; but 
the British pair in the Open room 
made heavy weather with the 
sequence: 10- 1+ - 2 1 T-
3+-:~<:::;-:~+ · + -t+ NT 
- 5+ . The mountains were in 
labour to produce a ridiculous ... 
contract. The over-rating of the 
Spade suit by Responder seems 
about the worst element in an 
undistinguished auction. Three 
No Trumps should be reachable, 
if only by the bull-at-a-gate 
method of 3 NT over 3+ or 3 NT 
over:~<:::;. 

PROBLEM 
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We cake-walked into a slam 
where Denmark stayed lugu
briously in Five on this little 
number: 
+ AKxx + J 1098x 
<:::;Jx <:::;Ax 
OAK]xxx OQ 
+ K + A 10 9 X X 

Gray opened One Diamond (not 
Two) and Marx bid the automatic 

pade. The next bid was 3<:::; ! 
This was found in the other room 
too : proof that the sy tern is the 
servant, not the master, of a good 
player. Tow, the paths diverged. 
The Danish player made the 
unimaginative bid of 3 1T where 
Marx bid his cards naturally : -t+ . 
Over this Gray, having forced, 
corrected modestly to -t + but 
[arx, with his undisclosed power, 

cue-bid the Ace of Hearts and 
Gray swam effortlessly into ix. 
The Danish East persevered with 
S+ but West, fearful of his 
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phony Heart bid and his (appar
ently) losing Club, dropped the 
bidding like ye olde hotte 
chestnutte. 

The other Danish pair, however, 
became ambitious on the very 
next hand and cards we bid 
~+-3+----t + were quite un
justifiably pushed to 6+ via this 
sequence: ~+-3+-4+-4 0 
(where a lead-directing Double 
was interposed)- 6+ . The hands 
were 
+ AKQJxx + IOxxx 
CV KJx CV xx 
0 X 0 A 10 X X 

+ Axx + Kxx 
While the Asking-bid is in 

order, West, having made his effort, 
must in my view, now sign off 
with 4+ (especially in view of the 
Double) and wait for his partner 
to take additional action : which 
partner, with but two high cards 
and no singleton, will not. 

Technique in handling the 
Weak Two was faulty when, with 
~· bid ahead of him; Dodds 
held: 
+ A 'VAl Ox 0 !Oxxxx + KQxx 

He bid 3+~ Doubled to his 
lefl and rescued into ~0 by 
Konstam, who had already 
passed .. This was passed round to 
Opener's partner, who bid 4+ . 
wisely Doubled by Konstam ; but 
Dodds removed to 50 , Doubled 
for one down, with 8 lricks the 
imtximum available in Spades. 
The Weak Double (vide Simon) 
is lhe best answer to the Weak 
Two. 

Jack l\1arx suffered an unwonted 
attack of caution when, having 
shown both his suits, he refused 
lo raise No Trumps on 
+ x x CVA K 10 x OAK9xx + x x 
and we missed a game; but he 
made amends a couple of boards 
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later to make the 3 1 T referred to 
above when the Danish Declarer 
" moocked it oop." 

The last board of the first half 
showed us missing a cold slam : 
+ AKQx + 9xxx 
CV AKxxx CV xx 
OQx OAxx 
+ Kx + Axxx 

Konstam opened a Heart and 
Dodds bid I TT : better, in my 
view, for all his 8 points, than 2+ . 
The 2+ H.everse (almost worth 
3+ with 21 points) elicited 4+ : 
which must surely announce (a) 
4 trumps and (b) a maximum No 
Trump and, probably, (c) com
parati\·e shortage in Hearts. The 
minor Honours in Konstam's 
hand must surely loom large : if 
the Ace of Clubs and no more than 
the King of Diamonds are oppo
site, Six is in the frij. But no 
Blackwood was forthcoming. 

Woe was us, for we turned three 
IMP clown. 

Louis Tarlo and Nico Gardener 
replaced the CAB players for what 
was, in the event, their last session 
at Brighton. The \'irtue of not 
straining an indifferent hand was 
demonstrated when ~!arx opened 
a Diamond on I~ points with a 
6-card suit to an unsupported 
Queen. Over an immediate butt
in of a Heart, Gray found I + ; 
over an intervening 2CV raise, 
.Jack- unwisely in my view-bid 
:~o. Two Spades {which Gray 
would have bid) was on : three 
Diamonds, one off. 

Bit by bit, the Danish total 
increased to 9 ll\1 P ; but then 
i\larx pulled a defence out of the 
hat : ( ee top of page 28) 

Against :~ NT, he led the low 
Diamond to Gray's Ace, winning 
the return with Q over 10 · the 
King of Diamonds found 'Gray 
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The Culbertson system of bidding is used by 98% of all bridge players 
throughout the world. The keynote is its essential soundness. This is proved 
by the fact that the introduction of the new Culbertson system, represents 
the first time in nearly eight years that the Culbertson system has been 
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+ 10 X X 

~ j X 

+ 
~ 
0 
+ 

0 KQ9xx 
+ Q 10 X 

AK 98 
Axx 
XX 

A Kxx 

void. Almost without thought, 
the murderous lead of the + 10 
appeared ; after which, six tricks 
was all Declarer took. 

At three-quarter distance, the 
Danish were still 7 11\IP ahead ; 
but the lirst board of the last 
quarter brought us back to level. 
Tarlo made a fine 3+ x for a 
vulnerable g<tme, while Marx 
rolled up 30 in the other room. 
The next hand saw us shoot into 
the lead when we reached 50 
with no interference, while Gray, 
opemng on 
+Axxx~KxxxxOQx +QJ 
stole second-hand's Heart bid. 
Denmark rested content with 20. 

i\larx was responsible for 
another good performance by 
making 50 on 
+ KQxxxx + Ax 
~Ax ~ KQxx 
0 A K X X 0 J 10 X X 

+ x + Kxx 
even though lhe Queen lo four 
Diamonds plus a singleton Spade 
sal over him; tl1e Club Ace was 
wrong; and he was forced with 
a second Club al trick :t It was a 
}{evcrse Dummy pretty to watch. 

Play went: Club, trump back, 
losing to Queert ; Club ruffed ; 
trump cashed ; Ace of Spades ; 
Club ruffed with Ace; Ace and 
another Heart ; two trumps ; 
high Heart and pade King and 
Queen. 

Denmark chanced 6+ which 
depends largely on the Spade 
break, but also on the Diamond 
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finesse. 
This hand was remarkable for 

the use of a " forcing " bid in the 
(phony) fourth suit-the Baron 
principle- by Gray who held the 
Easterly cards and, having replied 
to 1 + with 2~, replied to 30 
with .t+ . This was Doubled for a 
Jead (a kindly action) : and the 
4~ preference was taken by Gray 
to 50. lt took l\Iarx some time to 
Pass. 

Nico Gardener over-bid an 
adverse Diamond with :1 Clubs on 
seven to the Ace and not a card, 
which deterred the Danish players 
from reaching a game made in the 
other room ; but the British ga\'e 
back points when they failed to 
reach this extremely difficult .t + : 
+ AKJxx + Qx 
~X ~ J XX 

0 Q X X 0 10 X X 

+ K Q 10 X + A J 9 X X 

The bidding went 1 + -2+ 
-t+ - 5+ - but there were three 
top tricks to be cashed at once : 
fortunately, the Ace-King of 
Diamonds lay behind the Queen. 
The .t + bid by East is almost 
impossible to find : or it would 
appear to indicate the powerful 
hand for a delayed game raise, 
rather than the mere scratched-up 
2+ bid it really is. 

l incline to the view that 3+ on 
the opening hand is preferable to 
-t + : the raise to the 3-level 
argues a good hand ; while it 
does give some leeway for a 
correction to:~+ by the responder. 
There is a case for East's bidding 
.t + over -! + since he knows (a) 
partner _is good ; and (b) partner 
must have a fair 5-card Spade suit 
or he would have opened I+ . 

. So we went to bed on Saturday 
mght wondering IF we should win 
over France ; IF Iceland would go 
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down to Sweden : IF Italy would 
succumb to the Belgian team 
which had so sorely battered us.
IF, in fact, we should bring off the 
tradi tional British triumph not 
only of winning on the post, but 
owing some measure of our victory 
to our allies fighting on other 
fronts . 

Sunday Afternoon. Great 
Britain v. France. Match won 
by 26 IMP. 

A possible slam was missed by 
us-and by the French- on Board 
3 but it was Board 4 that really 
shook the opposing team. There 
is a little background to this 
story. In a previous round, 
M. Koytchou had panicked against 
the Goudsmids and had taken out 
a Double by his partner, l\1. 
Peeters, of 5<v' (which goes 2 
down) to play 6+ on a 7-5-1-0 
freak (Clubs were the 5-suit) 
which went no fewer than six 
down. 

This is board 4 France v. G.B. : 
+ J XX 

<v>x 
0 K J 10 X X 

+ Kxxx 
+ x 
<v> A Q 10 X X 

0 AQxxxx 
+ 10 

+ AK 10xx 
<v' KJxxx 
0 XX 

+ x 
+ Q XXX 

<v' X X 

0-
+ AQxxxxx 

East bid a Spade and South, 
2+ ; West bid 20 and North 
raised the Clubs. East now showed 
the Hearts and West went to 
-l NT. East's single Ace encour
aged \Vest to bid 6<v'. Now, 
l\L Koytchou, at Game All, 
determined to sacrifice at a cost 
of 1100 against the " almost 
certain " J.tOO odd for a sclzlcm. 
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In the other room, there was 
no sacrifice, but the sort of taut 
defence that comes out of the 
book- or the hat. Gray underled 
the Club Ace-Queen to seven, 
producing the Deuce. i\Iarx won 
and, after thought, shot back a 
Diamond from K J 10 into the 
Dummy's A Q. Thank you very 
much. An irony that the master 
shot was wasted- the slam is off 
even without it. 

Admirable defence by the same 
pair, bluffing Declarer that an 
en try was held in a hand barren 
of them pushed 3 NT clown the 
drain, where the fine Dummy 
play- with no misleading-of 
Konstam reeled in 10 tricks. 
Vulnerable, too. 

But the French were as steady 
after these shocks as they were in 
the great defence of Verdun ; they 
fought back, gaining in both rooms 
at Board 10, and making a game 
when Britain failed in a slam 
when the Spades were -l-1 against 
this: 
+ A9xx + KQSx 
<v>x <v>xxx 
0 K J 10 9 X 0 A Q X 

+ AQJ + xxx 
Our bidding went: 10- 1 + -

4+ - S0- 6+ . The Club King 
was right, but the H eart was led 
and the trump-break killed the 
slam. The British North found a 
Heart overbid of the Diamond 
opening; and this was pushed to 
the 5-level ; but the French 
would not be tempted : the O\'er
bid indicating (falsely) that the 
Club finesse was a loser. 

At sight, the slam hinges on 
less than the simple finesse (which 
operates only if a Club is Jed) 
and, as such, is no bad proposition. 

So to the turn, with France two 
points up. This was our darkest 
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hour-for not only were we down, 
but the other two matches on 
which our fate depended were also 
in the balance. 

The British team remained 
unchanged and, for the last 
session, Gray and Marx carried 
our colours in the Open, Dodds 
and Konstam in the Closed room. 
The first board after the resump
tion reversed the ad verse score to 
a favourable one. \Ve let France 
play -t+ in the Open room, 
holding them to 9 tricks ; and 
pushed them to a phantom 
sacril1ce in the Closed, defeating 
5\? (undoubled) by two tricks. 
We gained again by caution, 
staying in Three Hearts while 
Albarran and J ais " shot II 3 NT 
on this : 

+ Q XX 
\?AKQ]x 
0 X X 

+ Qxx 

+ A J X X + K 10 9 X 
\?109xx <:.?xxx 
OJ9xx Ox 
+ x + AJxxx 

+ XX 

<:.?x 
0 A K Q 10 X X 

+ K 10 9 X 

The French bidding went ( outh 
first) : 
30- 3\?-3 NT. Leslie Dodds 
found the killing lead of the 
Spade Ace. 1\aftul. 

The British bidding was I O 
(better than three)- I \?-2+ 
~~<:.?-No. Ten tricks were made
even though the lead was the 
singleton Diamond. 

Harrison-Gray was seen at his 
best when he made :; JT on these 
cards while his opposite number 
went one off :-

30 

+ AIOx + KJ9 
\? 10 X X \? Q j 
0 A Q X 0 J 10 8 X X 

+ A J X X + K Q 10 
The Heart was opened and 

Dummy allowed to hold the 
second round: marking North 
with (probably) a 5-card suit. 
Gray cashed his four Clubs and 
stuck North in with the Heart to 
make his three cards in the suit. 
This gave him an accurate count 
and he read South with four 
Spades : which meant that it was 
4-3 on the Queen lying (the old 
theory) over the Knave. 

On the drop of the OQ, 
Peeters (whose name lacked its 
second E on the beflagged name
card) led his low Diamond ; but 
Gray, having put his faith in the 
count, linessed the Spade" right II 
for a well-played gain of 5 IMP. 

Four of these were given back 
next hand, however, when two 
borderline bids plus a deal of 
optimistic play put a -I + contract 
four down: 
+ A J 10 X X + K X X 

\?Qxx \?x 
Oxxx OAQx 
+ KJ + Q 109xxx 

Gray opened a Spade at Game 
All and had nothing to repeat but 
the pades over 2+ . l\larx now, 
not unreasonablv, took a good view 
of his cards ancf shape, and went 
direct to -I + . A Diamond was led. 
. The theoretically wrong (but, 
1f you hope to make the contract 
inste~d of limiting your loss, 
practically right-and, on this 
hand, theoretically right as well) 
play of the Queen was made
to lind K J 10 with outh. There
after, the hand went to pieces. 
We saved 1-lO from the 400 
penalty (if the contract had been 
Doubled, Gray might have got 
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away with one down- a mere 200 
fine) by making Three Hearts the 
other way. 

The Peeters-Koytchou partner
ship had one severe shock against 
Holland and had already dropped 
a packet in the current match. 
The t hird of their catastrophes 
came up on this little joker : 

+ A 
\? A K X 

0 AQxxxx 
+ XX X 

~ Qxx x + KIOx 
\? Q X \? J 10 9 X X 

0 K 10 0 J X 

+ A Q 10 X X + K X X 

+ J9xxx 
\? X X X 

0 XXX 

+ J X 
Peeters (North) opened a 

Diamond and Koytchou psyched 
a Heart : no, 11ot Herbert. Gray 
Doubled, asking for a black-suit 
answer and Peeters found a not 
unreasonable Redouble. Marx 
passed : indicating " I have the 
Hearts,"-in my view, the sanest 
way to play the Pass of ·a Re
double. 

Koytchou retreated swiftly to a 
Spade; natural enough , but pity 
M. ·Peeters ! The H.edouble did 
not confirm Heart support; 
rather could it be read to say ; 
" l can beat anything they bid to 
get out of this." He " corrected " 
to 2<;:?. This Marx regarded as 
a personal insult (no wonder I) 
and stood not upon the order of 
his Double. Koytchou Passed in 
misery and Peeters failed to read 
the " baby " psyche and remove 
to a possible make of 3 0. 

Gray found the double-dummy 
defence of leading the \? Q ; and 
when the hapless Koytchou 
strove to come to a Club ruff in 

his own hand, scuppered the 
scheme by shooting out another 
Heart. l\Iarx won the second 
Club and drew the trumps. A 
Spade put Dummy in- and the 
Club exit- Koytchou still hoped 
to make his Diamond Ace and 
Queen- allowed :Marx to shed his 
Diamonds. We gained 900 in the 
Open and, to pile a pimple ·upon 
Mount Everest, clocked up another 
100 in the closed room by breaking 
1 + bid, protectively over 1 O, 
passed round, by West. 
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We gathered another -1 IMP 
on this little number : 
+ A Q ] 10 • K X X X 

\?AKJ <y1xx 
0 ] 10 X .o X 

+ A]x + Qxxxxx 
Both rooms opened 2 NT ; both 

rooms found the 3+ answer. But 
the French West took it as 100% a 
warning; while the British \Vest 
(Marx) accepted it as the Acol
Baron "fish." He nibbled with 
3+ . rapidly converted to 4+ and 
12 tricks were rolled up. 

Board 30 saw Acol stealing bids 
on both sides of the table : 
+ Qxx + KlOxxx 
\? - \? K Q 10 X X 

0 AJxx 0 lOx 
+ Qxxxxx + x 

Gray opened the West hand I+ ! 
(North- Peeters- held A K] x x 
of the suit). l\Iarx bid an auto
matic Spade (Koytchou looking at 
A ] 8 x x !). Two Clubs- too 
dangerous to raise Spades 
immediately-from Gray; Two 
Hearts from i\farx ; a correction 
to 2+ from Gray-and l\Iarx 
played the hand finely to rak~ in 
8 tricks. The first of the possible 
victors to finish ; and we waited 
with baited breath for the other 
results. The Swedish quartette 
proved too strong for the stubborn 
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Icelanders. Finally, a Belgian 
group appeared: "C'csl da11s lc 
sac-c' est dwzs Ia poclzc," they 
crowed delightedly-but they 
could not have been so delighted 
as the British hundreds present. 
A great shout went up: We had 
gained the Open for the third year 
mnning. 

ORDER OF MERIT 
RESULTS OF MAY COi\IPETITION 

Jl'illllfl': 
C. E. DICKEL, 

16 Franldort Street, 
Glasgow, S. I. 96 

RlllliiCI'S·IIP: 
E. H. PoTTER (Hounslow) 92 
L. C. PAntAN (Norton-on-Tccs)~88 
BniG. W. H. HAPPEL (Dulwich) 86 
F. KAUF)tANN (Southport) 85 
F . P. E. GARDNER (Oxford) 84 
J. BLOOMOERG (Leeds) 84 
C. VICKER~IAN (Huddersfield) 83 
J. \V. GEROER (Giffnock, Henfrew-

shire) 83 
G. D . SHARPE (l\laldon, Essex) 83 

Ladder Pri:c ll'imzcrs 
E. G. LAWFOI!D, 

Elm Cottage, 
1\:ingsclete, 
Newbury, Berks. 567 

L. C. PAYMAN, 
50 Hedwing Lane, 
Norton-on-Tees, 
Co. Durham 54:1 

C. VICKEI!~IAN, 
Field House, 
Netherton, 
1-1 uddersfteld, 
Yorkshire 538 

Lrodiw; Srorcrs: B . 13. Snell (51 !:J), 
W . H . Eva (507), G. F . Wallis (502), 
G. F. H. l\lence (485), H. D. Dupuis 
(480), Dr. ~1. E. Weber (478). Col. 
G. ~I. l\lcCieverty (4G8), J. D. L. 
Harmer (.JHS), J . C. Oxland (-131). 
,\ . P. Driver (-129), Brig. \\'. H. 
1-lappell (415), C. R . 13. 1\lurmy (411), 
C. II. l\1. Sturges (-1 10), G. \\'. Evans 
(-108), J. A. Parsons (375) , ,\. E. He 
(369). J. T. Chapman (:166), H. Swingler 
(364), W. J. Tibbs (355), S. H.. Grace 
(341). 
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COMPETITION RESULTS 
Co11linued from page 35 
letting his own side's bidding develop 
naturally, leaving East fretting at not 
being able to show his silly " out" 
suit. When the hand occurred in actual 
play, South doubled and was eventually 
out-manoevred into concealing his 
diamond suit, the hand being played in 
Seven No-trumps which went clown, 
whereas Seven Diamonds was cold. 

PROOLDI No . 7 (12 points) 
The hands of \Vest and East arc 

+- ~K OA KQ64 +A KQ 10872 + J 6 4 2 ~I 0 9 8 7 6 0 5 3 + 6 4 
At the score East-West Game, the 

auction has proceeded : 
Soutlt(dcalcr) West North 
I+ 2+ 3+ 
4 + 5 + Double 
No bid No bid 

East 
No bid 
No bid 

North leads the King of Spades, 
ruffed by \Vest, How should West 
proceed with the play ? 
ANSWER 

7. It would be prudent for \Yest to 
assume that North holds four Oubs to 
the Jack, in view of the bidding. This 
need not disconcert him pro,·ided the 
Diamonds split not worse than 4-2, 
th~ suit being cleared by rutTing the 
thtrd round in dummv. Should North 
ovcr-rnfT, his trumps can be drawn and 
the contract made with the loss of one 
Heart and one trump. But- unless 
a precaution is taken , both may still 
make two trumps. Let us suppose 
\Vest first tests the trump suit and 
fmds an adverse split. He then 
proceeds to rufT the third round of 
l~iamon!ls , hut North over-rnfTs, puts 
Ins partner in with the Heart :\ce and 
is enabled to make his Jack of trumps 
hy the lead of a fourth round of 
Diamonds. But \\'est if he is far
si~.htetl , can ~'·oitl this ~Ianger. Before 
domg <~t.tytlnn~. he must play his 
Heart hmg and thereafter South will 
~le dcvoi~l of any possible entry. This 
ts . a vanant of the so-called "coup 
wtthont a name." Perhaps it is time 
it was gh·en one. 

\Ve can ~ind your ·o,,•n copies of 
Vol. lllm blue Rcxine with gold 
lettering at 21/- per volume. 
Please send order, with Journals, 
to PRIESTLEY STUDIOS LTD 
Commercial Road, Glouceste;: 



Answ~~s to ] . . C. H. 1\lARX, Esq., 
Competition Ed1tor, Coutract Bridge 
]our11al, 63 Bedford Gardens, London, 
W. , . not later than Aug. 7th, 1950. 

olubons and names of prize winners in 
the June Competition will appear next 
month. 

This competition continues the 
Ladder Contest, announced last ov
embcr. 

Prizes of lOs. 6d . will be awarded 
every month henceforth to those 
competitors who reach the top of the 
ladder. They will then automatically 
fall to the bottom, starting with a 
score of zero. 

Every contestant will therefore, 
in time, win a prize; bu t the successful 
scorer, by reaching the top with 
greater speed, will win more p rizes
and greater distinction. 

PROBLEM ~0. I ( points) 
'orth deals at the score Game All. 

::\orth- outh arc playing a Two Club 
Convention, forcing to game. South's 
hand is: 
+ 6 5 4 <VlA 10 6 3 OJ + B 6 5 3 2 

The bidding proceeds, with East 
and \<\'est passing throughout: 
North 2+ 3+ 40 4+ 
'oulh 20 (negative) 4 + 4<Vl ? 

What should South bid now? 

PnouLE~t !'a. 2 (6 points) 
South's hand is: 

+ K Q J B 3 <VlA 6 2 OQ 9 5 + 4 2 
At the score Love All, he deals and 

bids One 'pade. East-\\'est do not 
bid . ~orth bids Two Diamonds, 
South Two Spades, ~orth Three 
Diamonds. What ~hould South bid? 

PRODLE~I No. 3 (2.J points) 

South's hand is : 
+ A 10 9 8 5 <VlA 10 6 5 4 02 + .J 2 

At the score Game ,\11, .North deals 
and bids One Diamond. outh bids 
One Spade, 'orth Three Clubs, outh 
Three Hearts. \\'hat should outh bid 
following a further bid from North of 
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(a) Three Spades, (b) Four Spades, 
(c) Four Clubs, (d) Four Diamonds? 

PRODLE~l 1 'a . .J (8 points) 

outh's hand is : 
+ QJ 10 <V1K863 0- + KQJ 10 6 

,\t the score Game .\II, North deals 
and bids One Diamond. East and 
We t do not bid. South bids Two 
Clubs, :-lorth Two pades. What 
should South bid next? 

PRODLE~I No. 5 ( points) 
outh's hand is: 

+ A 1-\ 9 .J <VlQ 7 5 .J OJ 6 + J tO 5 
.North deals at the score :-lorth

South Game and the bidding proceeds: 
North East South West 
I 0 Double Re-Double 2+ 
30 No Bid ? 

What should South bid? 

PROBLE~I ~·o. 6 (2 points) 
outh deal at the score Game All, 

holding: 
+ 2 <V1A 5 2 OA K 9 6 + K Q J 7 

He bids One Club. West intervenes 
but N orlh and East both pa~ on the 
first round. What should South bid 
next, if West intervenes with (a) One 
Spade, (b) One Heart, (c) Two pades, 
(d) Two Hearts ? West's bids in (c) 
and (d) arc presumed 11ot to be weak 
pre-empts. 

PROilLE~I Xo. 7 (16 points) 
The hands of \Vest and East arc : 

+ A K J 10 5 + Q 9 
<VlAK3 <Vl9 2 
0J76 OAIO 3 
+ A.J + J65-& 

West is declarer at a contract of 
Four Spades, ~orth- outh having 
taken no part in the bidding. .North 
leads Diamond King, covered by East's 
Ace, ruffed by South. South returns 
Heart Queen. West could of course 
have very easily made the contract if 
he had ducked to the first trick, but he 
can still redeem his error, if error it be, 
on certain distributions of the cards. 
How should he plan the play? 



Answers to June Competition 
PRont.EM No . I (18 points) 

North is the dealer at the ~core Love 
All. South's hand is : 
+ 5 -1 r::;)A K ] 10 6 3 <) 10 8 6 4 + 2 

\Vhat should he bid next in each of 
the following auctions ? 

North East South West 
(a) I + No bid 2r::;} No bid 

2 N .T. No bid ? 
(b) 1 + 2 + 2'V No bid 

2 N.T. No bid ? 
(c) 1+ I + 2r::;} Nobid 

2 N.T. No bid ? 

ANSWER 
1. (a) Four Hearts-6 points. 
North's rebid assures South both of 

considerable honour strength and the 
absence of a misfit. South can therefore 
bid game in Hearts with every 
confidence. 

(b) Four Hearts-6 points: . 
The situation is almost 1denbcal 

with that in (a), for East's bidding has 
not caused the level reached by North
South in the first and second rounds 
to be raised. North would presumably 
have made the strong rebid of Two No
trumps even if East .had not interfered 
and South can agam confidently b1d 
game in Hearts. 

(c) Three Hearts- 6 points. 
Here East's bidding has raised the 

level which North-South would other
wise have reached . North may have 
been prepared to rebid One-no-trump 
over South's One Heart, had East 
passed, and since South's voluntary 
response is forcing for one round, he 
may only reluctantly have bid no
trumps at a range higher. South, who 
has compelled his partner to bid 
again, should not force the pace now. 

Pnont.EM (No. 2 (18 points) 

North is the dealer at the score Game 
All. South's hand is: 
+ Q J 10 7 6 5 3 2 r::;}3 2 <)5 -1 + G 

What should he bid in response to 
each of the following opening bids by 
North after a pass by East ? 

(a) One No-trump 
(b) Two No-trumps 
(c) One Heart. 

ANSWEil 
2. (a) Four Spades- 6 points. 
Though in some cases the contract 

may fail owing to lack of quick tricks, 
in the majority of cases this hand in 

combination with a vulnerable no
trump should afford at least a good play 
for game. The altcrnati~es are not 
attractive. Two Spades IS too weak 
for the playing strength of -the hand, 
and the forcing · take-out of Th:ee 
Spades is misleading with so few h1gh 
cards. 

(b) Four Spades- 6 points. . 
This bid is not forcing but descnbes 

the hand very adequately. If N01.'th :s 
Two no-trumper is composed pnncl
pally of quick tricks, South would 
welcome a slam try ; if not he would 
prefer to play in Four Spades only. lt 
is left to North to judge. 

(c) Three Spades-6 points. F?ur 
Spades- 2 points. One Spade-! pomt. 

South should here be concerned not 
only with attaining the correct level 
for his own side hut with preventing 
interference by the opponents, who 
may well have the bulk of the high 
cards. Three Spades seems to blend 
caution and aggression in correct 
proportion. Four Spades may suffer 
a considerable penalty if North has a 
weak opening bid or an unsuitable 
hand, whereas One Spade, to be 
followed up if necessary withl repeated 
sign-offs, may let the opponents in 
too easily. 

PROilt.EM No. 3 (18 points) 
East is the dealer and bids One Club. 

South 's hand is : 
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+ A K 8 6 5 'VA K ] 9 6 <)Q 6 + 2 
What should he bid at the score of: 

(a) Game All 
(b) Game All North-South 30 
(c) Game All North-South 60 ? 

ANSWEil 

:3 . (a) Two Spades-6 points. 
South should he determined to 

reach game with this substantial two
suilcr and nothing is to be gained by 
refraining from forcing at once. If the 
hand fits, the immediate force will 
facilitate the later bidding, and if it 
docs not there should be at least a 
play for game at Three No-trumps. 

(b) One Spaclc-6 points. Two 
Spadcs- 3 points. 

The part-score is an unwelcome 
complication. If the hands fit, a 
slam is more than possible, but if 
they do not, difliculty may be met in 
taking even nine tricks at am• denomi
n~tion . On Xorth 's rebid to One Spade 
w1ll depend what ac tion South takes 
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next. If the rebid is Two Clubs, 
South ca n bid Two Hearts and it 
would take a superhuman Xorth to 
pass that in view of the score. lf 
:\orth then bids Two Xo-trumps, 
South may pass. If the rebid is One 
No-trump, South, assured of a fit in 
nue suit or the other, can make a slam 
tn· with Four Hearts. 

·lc) One Spade-6 points. Two 
SJ•:Iclcs-2 points. 

'Tv:n Spades, even at the score of 60, 
sllllul<l be treated as a one-round force 
and South unaware as yet of th~ 
n.I·ure of partner's hand, shou ld not 
n:<k ~dti ng too high, which is even less 
<h-sirablc than in (b). Once more. he 
n::J' hase his future action on the 
natui•' of his pa rtner's rebid. 

l 'noULE)! No. 4 (8 points) 

~' nrth is the dealer at the Score 
E:bt-\\'est Game. South's hand is: 
IJ- 5 \/5 OQ J 10 9 R 6 4 + Q 9 7 6 

The following auction takes place : 
Nor/!: East South West 
I+ 2\/ 30 3+ 
40 4+ ? 

In reply to a question \ Vest states 
tha~. he understands his partner's bid 
of I \\'O Hearts l OT to he a weak 
shut-out. What should South bid 
now? 

A:IS\\'ER 
, 4. No-Bid- 8 points. 
South .. whose bidding has been purely 
defensive, must call a halt at this point. 
ll e would like, it is true, to continue 
dcfent!ing, but if he docs so, he may be 
at a loss to know what to do for the 
hest. latcr, for his partner will surely be 
relymg on at leas t one defensive trick 
from him . If he bids Five Diamonds 
now and the opponents outbid him, as 
they probably will , his partner may 
double, leaving him feeling very 
~Incomfortable. On the other hand, it 
lS must unlikely that Xorth, who has 
already hid up to Fonr Diamonds will 
tamely allow vulnerable opponents to 
play the hand in Four Spades un
cloubled. lie will either continue 
bidding ur double, ant! in the latter case 
South ca n rescue int o Five Diamont!s. 
This procct! u re by South will constitute 
~clear warning to ::-:orth that his hand 
~ ~ clcfcnccless. Further t!ouhling by 
.:'\orth must he baset! on values in his 
own hand , ant! should be respectet! h\' 
Soolli. · 

PnOBLE~! No. 5 (IH points) 

At ~he score Game All South rlPals 
and hlus One Heart, West doubles. 
North and East pass. What should 
South. bid where he holds each of the 
followmg hands ? 
(a) +1~ 1 054 y>AK765 OA843 + 
(b) • .,4 y>AK765 OKQJ + KQJO 
(c) + KQJ9 y>AK765 0 43 +i~4 
ANSWER 

5. (a) No-Bid-6 points. 
There may be a better contract but 

it .will be a hazardous speculation 
trymg to find it. South would indeed 
b~ unlucky not to take at least six 
tncks at One Heart doubled with four 
top tricks and (with luck) t~\'0 ruffs . 

(b) One No-trump-fi points. No 
Bid- 3 points. 

" ' ith this hant! South is less sure of 
being able to make his tricks in thc 
side suits with Hearts as trumps, but 
at No Trumps he would again be 
unlucky not to take six tricks. How
ever, there is something to be sa.id for 
sticking the double, since these low 
contracts are not easy to defend and 
the opponents may well gi\•e away a 
present or two. 

(c) One Spadc- G points . .:'\o Aid-
4 points. 

This is rather a bordcrlinc case, since 
at a Heart contract South may take no 
tricks in Spades and at a Spade contract 
none in Hearts. I Iowevcr, as the Heart 
distritmtion is known to be unfavour
able, it is on bala!lce best to try Sparles, 
which arc a comfortably solit! suit. 

PJWULEM No. 6 (S points) 
Jllorth is the dealer at the score Xorth

South Game ant! bids One Club. East 
hids One No-trump. South's hand is : 
+ A 6 5 y>A 10 2 OK !j j 53 + Q j 

What should he bid ? 
ANSWEI! 

H. Three Diamonds points. 
Double 2 points. 

South's high-cart! strength is su 
overpowering that sorncbody must be 
spoofing ant! that somebody i.s not 
likely to be his partner, who 1s the 
vulnerable t!ealcr. If South doubles, 
East will assuredly rescue himself into 
some long straggling major suit, and 
South will have difficulty in impressing 
his partner with the true magnificence 
of his hand. It is far better for South 
to make a genuine forcing bid at once, 

(Pleas.: tum to page 32) 
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BRIDGE INDEX 
CLASSIFIED LIST OF HOTELS AND CLUBS 

HARROW NOTTINGHAM 
HARROW BRIDGE CLuu-16 Northwick 

Park Road, HARROW, .Middx. Tel Harrow 
3908. Good standard Bridge in enjoyable 
atmospbt.re. Sessions twice dally, Partnerships 
and Duplicate. 

LONDON 
CaocKPOAo's-16 Carlton House Terrace, 

London, S.W.J. Tel. No. Whitehall 1131. 
5/- Partnership, Tu•sday Evtnings. 2/- Part
nership, Wednesday and Friday evenings. 
Duplicate Pairs, under direction of Mr. P . R. G. 
Charters, every Thursday evening at 8-15 p.m. 
R. PRovoST, Managing Director. 

. A. j. HoRSNELL, Secretary. 

DoRSET CLUD-3-5 Glentworth Street. 
Baker Street, N.W.J . Tel. Welbeck 1039 
Regular partnership and duplicate. Stakes 
11-, 2t6 and 10/-. 

LYNDIIURST CLun-36 Finchley Rd., N.W.S 
'Phones PRimrose 5858 and 3435. Shilling 

·· Partnership every afternoon. Duplicate pairs 
every Monday fortnight at 8 p.m. Fully licensed 
restaurant. For full details apply Secretary. 

'-: r ----
CUT 

CRANTOCK BRIDGE CLuo--480 ~lansfield 
Road, Nottin~ham. Tel. No. Nottingham 
65921. Proprietress : Mas. D. M. Hnnw&LL. 
Hon. Secretary: N. R. C. FAITII. Visitors 
wtlromed. Excellent venue for matches in 
Midlands. 

TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT 

WEST KENT CLUB-12 Boyne Park, 
Tunbridge Wells, Residential Bridge Oub. Fully 
Ucensed. Stakes 3d. and 6d. Partnerships on 
Monday afternoons at 3d. and Wedn~day after
noons at 6d. Duplicate last Saturday in every 
month. For further details apply to R. H. 
Corbett, Secretary. Tel. Tunbridge Wells 21133 . 

WORT HING 

MIRABELLE RrtsrnHNTIAL BAUJGI! CLUB, 
Sea Front, Heene Terrace, Worthing. -Daily 
Sessions 2.30 & 8 p.m. Moderate Stakes. 
Fortnightly Duplicate. Licensed Restaurant. 
Visitors Welcomed. :: Telephone 6• 3112. 
Particulars lrom Secrrt"ry. 
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All who desire to further the . .. 
dev~lopment of Contract _- ~ridge 

as a Game should b~ \ members 
of, ·- and support ~ ·the 

ENGLISH BRIDGE UNION 

• 
Me!Tiper~hip of the Union may be 

· obtained by:· 

(a) Direct-application to . 
LEAVER COLE & CO., 
30 Budge Row, LONDON, E.C.4, 
Registrars, 

or 

(b) Through Appropriate Affiliated 
Countv A.c;c:nri~+irm <-
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